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LIE CONFORMAL SUPERALGEBRAS AND DUALITY OF MODULES
OVER LINEARLY COMPACT LIE SUPERALGEBRAS
NICOLETTA CANTARINI, FABRIZIO CASELLI, AND VICTOR KAC
Abstract. We construct a duality functor on the category of continuous representations of
linearly compact Lie superalgebras, using representation theory of Lie conformal superalge-
bras. We compute the dual representations of the generalized Verma modules.
1. Introduction
Lie conformal superalgebras encode the singular part of the operator product expansion
(OPE) of chiral fields in the vacuum sector of conformal field theory [15]:
(1) a(z)b(w) =
∑
j∈Z
a(w)(j)b(w)
(z − w)j+1
.
They play an important role in the theory of vertex algebras that encode the full OPE (1), so
that the full structure of a vertex algebra is captured by the λ-bracket of the Lie conformal
(super)algebra structure:
(2) [a(w)λb(w)] =
∑
j≥0
(a(w)(j)b(w))
λj
j!
,
and the normally ordered product a(w)(−1)b(w) (since a(w)(−n−1)b(w) =
1
n!(∂
n
wa(w)(−1)b(w))).
In the classical limit the normally ordered product of a vertex algebra becomes commutative,
but the λ-bracket still satisfies the axioms of a Lie conformal superalgebra. This leads to the
theory of Poisson vertex algebras that play a fundamental role in the theory of Hamiltonian
PDE.
Recall that λ-bracket (2) satisfies the following axioms, where a = a(w), ∂a = ∂wa(w):
(sesquilinearity) [∂aλb] = −λ[aλb], [aλ∂b] = (∂ + λ)[aλb],
(skewsymmetry) [bλa] = −(−1)
p(a)p(b)[a−λ−∂b],
(Jacobi identity) [aλ[bµc]] = [[aλb]λ+µc] + (−1)
p(a)p(b)[bµ[aλc]].
A F[∂]-module R, endowed with a λ-bracket R⊗R→ R[λ], satisfying the above three axioms,
is called a Lie conformal superalgebra. Here and in the sequel we denote by F an algebraically
closed field of characteristic 0.
All the work on representation theory of Lie conformal superalgebras R was based on the
simple observation that representations of R are closely related to “continuous” representa-
tions of the associated to R annihilation Lie superalgebra. Recall that the annihilation Lie
superalgebra is the vector superspace
(3) A(R) = R[[t]]/(∂ + ∂t)R[[t]]
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where t has even parity, with the (well-defined) continuous bracket
(4) [atm, btn] =
∑
j≥0
(
m
j
)
(a(j)b)t
m+n−j ,
which makes it a linearly compact Lie superalgebra. Since ∂ commutes with ∂t, it extends in a
natural way to a derivation ∂ of the Lie superalgebra A(R), hence one can define the extended
annihilation Lie superalgebra Ae(R) = F[∂] ⋉ A(R). It is easy to see that a “conformal”
R-module M is the same as a continuous Ae(R)-module [10]. In most of the examples the
derivation ∂ is an inner derivation of A(R): ∂ = ad a, a ∈ A(R), so that A(R) = Ae(R)/(∂ −
ad a)Ae(R). An R-module (= Ae(R)-module) M is called coherent if (∂ − a)M = 0. Thus a
continuous A(R)-module is the same as a coherent R-module.
Note that if a Lie conformal superalgebra R is a finitely generated F[∂]-module, then A(R)
is a linearly compact Lie superalgebra, hence representation theory of Lie conformal superal-
gebras is intimately related to the theory of continuous representations of linearly compact Lie
superalgebras.
Although it is unclear what is a right definition of a vertex algebra in several indetermi-
nates, the definition of a Lie conformal superalgebra and all the above remarks can be easily
extended to the case when one even indeterminate λ is replaced by several even commuting
indeterminates λ1, . . . , λr. In the paper we allow also for s odd indeterminates λr+1, . . . , λr+s
and we say that the corresponding Lie conformal superalgebra is of type (r, s), but for the sake
of simplicity this will not be discussed in the introduction. In the present paper we reverse the
point of view: instead of using continuous representations of linearly compact Lie superalge-
bras in the study of finitely generated F[∂]-modules over Lie conformal superalgebras, we use
the latter to study the former. But then a natural question arizes: which linearly compact Lie
superalgebras are annihilation algebras of Lie conformal superalgebras? The answer probably
is: in all interesting examples. Namely, if a linearly compact Lie superalgebra is of geometric
origin, i.e., it is constructed with the use of vector fields and differential forms in a formal
neighborhood of a point in an (r|s)-dimensional supermanifold, then it is an annihilation su-
peralgebra of a finitely generated as a F[∂1, . . . , ∂r]-module Lie conformal superalgebra in r
indeterminates.
Let us demonstrate this on the example of the Lie algebra W (r) of continuous deriva-
tions of the algebra of formal power series F[[t1, . . . , tr]]. Include the Lie algebra W (r) in
a larger Lie algebra W˜ (r) of continuous derivations of the algebra of formal Laurent series
F[[t1, . . . , tr]][t
−1
1 , . . . , t
−1
r ]. Consider the W˜ (r)-valued formal distributions
ai(z) = −
∑
k1,...,kr∈Zr
(tk11 . . . t
kr
r ∂ti)z
−k1−1
1 . . . z
−kr−1
r .
It is immediate to see, using the standard properties of the formal δ-function δ(z − w) =∑
n∈Z z
nwn−1, that
[ai(z), aj(w)] = ∂wiaj(w)δ(z −w) + ai(w)∂wjδ(z −w) + aj(w)δwiδ(z −w),
where z = (z1, . . . , zr), w = (w1, . . . , wr), and δ(z − w) =
∏r
i=1 δ(zi − wi). Applying the
formal Fourier transform, i.e., letting
[aλb] = Resz[a(z), b(w)]e
∑
i λizi ,
we obtain a structure of a Lie conformal algebra, which we denote by RW (r), on the free
F[∂z1 , . . . , ∂zr ]-module of rank r, generated by the elements ai = ai(z), with the following
λ-brackets:
[aiλaj ] = ∂iaj + λjai + λiaj , i, j = 1, . . . , r.
3It is easy to see that the linearly compact Lie algebra W (r) is the annihilation algebra of the
Lie conformal algebra RW (r).
A remarkable feature of representation theory of a Lie conformal superalgebra R is the
existence of a contravariant duality functor on the category of R-modules which are finitely
generated as F[∂]-modules [15, 2, 5]. Extension of this construction to the case of a Lie
conformal superalgebra R in several indeterminates is straightforward. Due to the above
remarks, this duality functor can be transported to the category of continuous representations
of the linearly compact Lie superalgebra, which is the annihilation algebra of R.
In the present paper we study the duality functor for the category P of continuous Z-
graded modules with discrete topology over Z-graded linearly compact Lie superalgebras g =∏
j∈Z≥−d
gj , where the depth d ≥ 1, dim gj <∞, and [gi, gj] ⊂ gi+j . We have: g = g<0 + g≥0
where g<0 =
⊕
j<0 gj and g≥0 =
∏
j≥0 gj . We also require that modules from P are finitely
generated as U(g−)-modules. Recall that a g-module M is continuous if, for any v ∈ M ,
gnv = 0 for n sufficiently large.
The category P is similar to the BGG category O, and, as in category O, the most important
objects in P are generalized Verma modules M(F ) (see, e.g. [16]). Recall, that, given a finite-
dimensional g0-module F , one extends it trivially to the subalgebra g>0 =
∏
j>0 gj ⊂ g, and
defines
M(F ) = Indgg≥0F.
Our main result is the computation of the dual to M(F ) g-module M(F )∗ (see Theorems
3.15 and 3.17). It turns out that M(F )∗ is not M(F ∗), but M(F∨), where F∨ is a shifted
g0-module F
∗ by the following character (=1-dimensional representation) χ of g0:
(5) χ(a) = str(ad a|g<0).
In particular, if g0 = [g0, g0], then χ = 0, and M(F )
∗ = M(F ∗), which happens, for example,
for the principally graded exceptional Lie superalgebra E(5, 10) [14]. This observation has
been made in [6], which led us to the present paper.
One of the main problems of representation theory of a linearly compact Lie superalgebra
g is the classification of degenerate (i.e. non-irreducible) generalized Verma modules M(F ),
associated to finite-dimensional irreducible g0-modules F . Since the topological dual of M(F )
endowed with discrete topology is a linearly compact g-module, a solution of the above problem
is important for the description of irreducible linearly compact g-modules.
In order to apply these results to representation theory of simple, finite rank Lie conformal
superalgebras of type (r, s), one needs to develop representation theory of the corresponding
annihilation algebra, which apart from the “current” case, is a central extension of an infinite-
dimensional simple linearly compact Lie superalgebra.
The simple infinite-dimensional linearly compact Lie superalgebras were classified and ex-
plicitly described, along with their maximal open subalgebras, in [14, 11, 8]. It was shown in
[9] and [13] that all linearly compact simple Lie superalgebras of growth 1 (rather their uni-
versal central extensions) are annihilation superalgebras of simple Lie conformal superalgebras
of type (1, 0). Using them, all finite rank simple Lie conformal superalgebras of type (1, 0)
were classified in [13]. A complete list of those, admitting a non-trivial Z-gradation, consists
of three series WN , SN , and KN , and two exceptions: K
′
4 and CK6.
Representation theory of WN and SN was constructed in [5], of KN with N = 0, 1 in [10],
resp. with N = 2, 3, 4 in [12], resp. with all N ≥ 0 in [3]. Representation theory of CK6 and
K ′4 was constructed in [4] and [1], respectively. A very interesting feature of these works is
that all degenerate modules are members of infinite complexes, for classical (resp. exceptional)
Lie conformal superalgebras the number of these complexes being one or two (resp. infinite).
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A complete representation theory of linearly compact Lie superalgebras, corresponding to
simple Lie conformal superalgebras of type (r, s) with r > 1 is known only for Cartan type
Lie algebras, beginning with the paper [20], and for the exceptional Lie superalgebra E(3, 6)
[16, 17, 19]. Some partial results in other cases are obtained in [18] and [21]. Note that again
for all known examples the degenerate modules can be organized in infinite complexes, the
number of them being finite (resp. infinite) in the classical (resp. exceptional) cases. We hope
that the duality, established in the present paper, and the Lie conformal superalgebra approach
will help to make progress in representation theory in the remaining cases, especially E(5, 10).
The contents of the paper are as follows. After the introduction we discuss in Section 2
the notion of Lie conformal superalgebra of type (r, s), its annihilation Lie superalgebra, and
elements of their representation theory. In Section 3 we introduce the duality functor in the
category of finitely-generated modules over a Lie conformal superalgebra of type (r, s) and
of the corresponding annihilation Lie superalgebra. We prove here the main Theorem 3.17
under Assumptions 3.3. We conjecture that if g is a linearly compact Lie superalgebra then
for any transitive pair (g, g≥0), i.e., such that g≥0 is an open subalgebra of g containing no
non-trivial ideal of g, one can construct a duality functor for which Theorem 3.17 still holds
with χ(a) = str(ad a|g/g≥0) for a ∈ g≥0. In the remaining Sections 4–8 we show that the
linearly compact Lie superalgebras g = W (r, s), K(1, n), E(5, 10), E(3, 6), and E(3, 8) are
annihilation Lie superalgebras of certain Lie conformal superalgebras Rg of type (r, s) (for
suitable r and s) which we describe explicitely. We check that in all these cases Assumptions
3.3 on g with its principal gradation are satisfied. We also check in Section 4 that for all
annihilation superalgebras, associated to the ordinary Lie conformal superalgebras (i.e., of
type (1, 0)) Theorem 3.17 is applicable as well. Unfortunately we do not know whether this is
the case for the remaining exceptional simple Lie superalgebra g = E(4, 4), though it is not
difficult to construct the corresponding Rg.
Acknowledgments. The first two authors were partially supported by PRIN 2015: “Moduli
spaces and Lie theory”. The third author was partially supported by the Bert and Ann Kostant
fund, and the Simons fellowship.
2. Lie conformal superalgebras of type (r, s)
Let Z+ = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Fix once and for all two non-negative integers r and s. We will use
several sets of r + s variables such as λ1, . . . , λr+s, ∂1, . . . , ∂r+s, y1, . . . , yr+s. We will always
assume that variables with indices 1, . . . , r are even and variables with indices r+ 1, . . . , r+ s
are odd, and accordingly we let pi = 0 if i = 1, . . . , r and pi = 1 if i = r + 1, . . . , r + s. We
will also use bold letters such as λ or ∂ or y to denote the set of corresponding variables. We
denote by
∧
[λ] = F[λ1, . . . , λr]⊗
∧
(λr+1, . . . , λr+s) and we similarly define
∧
[∂] or
∧
[y]. The
completion
∧
[[y]] of
∧
[y] is the algebra of formal power series in y.
If R is a Z/2Z-graded vector space we give to
∧
[λ] ⊗ R the structure of a Z/2Z-graded
∧
[λ]-bimodule by letting λi(P (λ)⊗a) = λiP (λ)⊗a and (P (λ)⊗a)λi = (−1)
pip(a)P (λ)λi⊗a,
where p(a) ∈ Z/2Z denotes the parity of a. We will usually drop the tensor product symbol
and simply write P (λ)a instead of P (λ)⊗ a.
Definition 2.1. A Lie conformal superalgebra of type (r, s) is a Z/2Z graded
∧
[∂]-bimodule
R such that a∂i = (−1)
pip(a)∂ia for all a ∈ R and i ∈ {1, . . . , r+s}, endowed with a λ-bracket,
i.e. a Z/2Z-graded linear map R⊗R→
∧
[λ]⊗R, denoted by a⊗ b 7→ [aλb], that satisfies the
following properties:
5[(∂ia)λb] = −λi[aλb];(6)
[aλ(b∂i)]) = [aλb](∂i + λi);(7)
[bλa] = −(−1)
p(a)p(b)[a−λ−∂b];(8)
[aλ[bµc]] = [[aλb]λ+µc] + (−1)
p(a)p(b)[bµ[aλc]].(9)
We refer to Properties (6) and (7) as the conformal sesquilinearity, Property (8) as the
conformal skew-symmetry and Property (9) as the conformal Jacobi identity.
We note that the notion of a Lie conformal superalgebra, as treated in [15], corresponds to
a Lie conformal superalgebra of type (1, 0). For the convenience of the reader we first briefly
present the theory of Lie conformal superalgebras of type (r, 0): in this case all the results are
straightforward extensions of those in type (1, 0) and therefore are stated without proofs. We
then develop the general theory in type (r, s).
If K = (k1, . . . , kr) is any r-tuple of non-negative integers we let
λK = λk11 λ
k2
2 · · · λ
kr
r and K! = k1! · · · kr!.
For a, b ∈ R the K-products (aKb) are defined by the polynomial expansion
(10) [aλb] =
∑
K∈Zr
+
λK
K!
(aKb).
Starting from a Lie conformal superalgebra R of type (r, 0), one can construct a new Lie
conformal superalgebra R˜ of the same type, called the affinization of R. Let R˜ = R ⊗ F[[y]].
We consider R˜ as a F[∂y] = F[∂y1 , . . . , ∂yr ]-module, with λ-bracket given by
(11) [(ayM )λ(by
N )] =
(
[aλ+∂yb]y
M
)
yN .
Note that in this expression it is meant that the derivatives with respect to the variables yi in
the bracket [aλ+∂yb] act only on y
M . The corresponding K-products are:
(12) ((ayM )K(by
N )) =
∑
J∈Zr
+
1
J !
(aK+Jb)((∂y)
JyM )yN .
The λ-bracket (11) defines on R˜ a Lie conformal superalgebra structure with ∂˜ = ∂ + ∂y.
The annihilation algebra associated with R is the Lie superalgebra
A(R) = R˜/∂˜R˜
with the bracket given by
[ayM , byN ] =
∑
J
1
J !
(aJb)((∂y)
JyM )yN = [(ayM )λ(by
N )]|λ=0.
The representation theory of a Lie conformal superalgebra is closely related to the repre-
sentation theory of the corresponding annihilation algebra. This fact relies on the following
relation
(13) [aλ, bµ] = [aλb]λ+µ, a, b ∈ R,
where
aλ =
∑
K∈Zr
+
λK
K!
ayK ∈ A(R)[[λ]].
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The goal of this section is to extend these results to Lie conformal superalgebras of type
(r, s). In this context, in order to simplify computations involving signs, it is more convenient
to use expansion (14) below instead of (10). For this, introduce the following notation. If
K = (k1, . . . , kt) is any sequence with entries in {1, . . . , r + s} we let
mi(K) = |{j ∈ {1, . . . , t} : kj = i}|,
f(K) =
∏
i
mi(K)!,
and
λK = λk1λk2 · · ·λkt
and we similarly define yK , xK and so on. If K = ∅, we let f(K) = 1, λK = 1. We also let
pK = pk1 + · · ·+ pkt and so p(λK) = pK . For example, if r = 2, s = 3 and K = (2, 3, 2, 1, 5, 4),
then f(K) = 2, λK = −λ1λ
2
2λ3λ4λ5 and pK = 1. It is clear that if J and K are obtained from
each other by a permutation of the entries we have λJ = ±λK ; we write in this case J ∼ K
and we denote by Sr,s any set of representatives of these equivalent classes. For a, b ∈ R the
K-products (aKb) are uniquely determined by the following conditions:
- (aKb) = 0 if λK = 0 (i.e. if K contains a repeated odd index);
- λJ(aJb) = λK(aKb) for J ∼ K;
(14) [aλb] =
∑
K∈Sr,s
λK
f(K)
(aKb).
Remark 2.2. Conditions (6) and (7) in Definition 2.1 can be restated in terms of K-products
by means of the following equations, where, for K = (k1, . . . , kt) and i ∈ {1, . . . , r + s}, we let
iK = (i, k1, . . . , kt):
((∂ia)Kb) = 0 if mi(K) = 0 and ((∂ia)iKb) = −(mi(K) + 1)(aKb) ;(15)
(aK(b∂i)) = (aKb)∂i if mi(K) = 0 and(16)
(aiK(b∂i)) = (aiKb)∂i + (mi(K) + 1)(−1)
(p(a)+p(b))pi (aKb) .
As in the completely even case, starting from a Lie conformal superalgebra R of type (r, s)
one can construct a new Lie conformal superalgebra R˜ of the same type, called the affinization
of R. Let R˜ = R ⊗
∧
[[y]]. We consider R˜ as a
∧
[[y]]-bimodule and also as a
∧
[∂y] =∧
[∂y1 , . . . , ∂yr+s ]-bimodule letting
∂yiayM = (−1)
pip(a)a(∂yiyM ) = (−1)
pi(p(a)+pM )ayM∂yi
with λ-bracket given by
(17) [(yMa)λ(byN )] =
(
yM [aλ+∂yb]
)
yN .
The corresponding K-products are:
(18) ((yMa)K(byN )) = (−1)
pKpM
∑
J∈Sr,s
1
f(J)
(yM (∂y)J)(aKJb)yN ,
where for K = (k1, . . . , kt) and J = (j1, . . . , ju) we let KJ = (k1, . . . , kt, j1, . . . , ju).
Proposition 2.3. The
∧
(∂˜)-module R˜ with ∂˜ = ∂ + ∂y and λ-bracket given by (17) is a Lie
conformal superalgebra.
7Proof. We first check condition (6) in Definition 2.1.
[(∂˜iyMa)λbyN ] = [((∂i + ∂yi)yMa)λbyN ]
= (−1)pipM [(yM∂ia)λbyN ] + (∂yiyM [aλ+∂yb])yN
= (−1)pipM (yM [∂iaλ+∂yb])yN + (∂yiyM [aλ+∂yb])yN
= −(−1)pipM (yM (λi + ∂yi)[aλ+∂yb])yN + (∂yiyM [aλ+∂yb])yN
= −λi(yM [aλ+∂yb])yN
= −λi[(yMa)λ(byN )]
Similarly one can check condition (7). Now we verify the conformal skew-symmetry, i.e.
[(yMa)λ(byN )] = −(−1)
(p(a)+pM )(p(b)+pN )[(byN )−λ−∂−∂y(yMa)].
We have
[(yMa)λ(byN )] = (yM [aλ+∂yb])yN
= −(−1)p(a)p(b)
(
yM [b−λ−∂y−∂a]
)
yN
= −(−1)p(a)p(b)+(p(a)+p(b))(pM+pN )+pMpNyN
(
[b−λ−∂y−∂a]yM
)
= −(−1)p(a)p(b)+(p(a)+p(b))(pM+pN )+pMpN [(yNb)−λ−∂−∂y(ayM )]
where the last equality holds due to the Leibniz rule. The verification of the conformal Jacobi
identity is left to the reader. 
Definition 2.4. Given a Lie conformal superalgebra R of type (r, s), the annihilation Lie
superalgebra associated to R is the vector super space
A(R) = R˜/∂˜R˜,
with bracket given by
[yMa, byN ] =
∑
J∈Sr,s
1
f(J)
(yM (∂y)J)(aJb)yN = [(yMa)λ(byN )]|λ=0.
Proposition 2.5. A(R) is a Lie superalgebra.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward generalization of the standard conformal case which is
treated in [15]. One can also check that this is an immediate consequence of Properties (8)
and (9) on R˜ together with the observation that ∂i + ∂yi = 0 on A(R). 
Next target is to extend the fundamental identity (13) to Lie conformal superalgebras. The
crucial point here is to give the appropriate definition of aλ ∈
∧
[[λ]]⊗A(R): this is the main
result in the next Proposition 2.8. We first give some technical lemmas.
Lemma 2.6. Let R, J be two finite sequences with entries in {1, . . . , r + s}. Then
1
f(RJ)
yRJ(∂y)J =
ηJ
f(R)
yR,
where ηJ = (−1)
1+2+···+qJ and qJ is the number of odd entries in J .
Proof. It easily follows by induction on the length of J . 
For K = (k1, . . . , kt) a sequence with entries in {1, . . . , r + s} we let K¯ = (kt, . . . , k1). If K
is the empty set then K¯ = K.
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Lemma 2.7. Let K be a finite sequence with entries in {1, . . . , r + s}. We have
1
f(K)
(λ+ µ)KyK =
∑
I,R∈Sr,s: IR∼K
1
f(I)f(R)
λIµRyIyR.
and
1
f(K)
(λ+ µ)K¯yK =
∑
I,R∈Sr,s: IR∼K
1
f(I)f(R)
λR¯µI¯yIyR.
Proof. It is sufficient to notice that
1
f(K)
(λ+ µ)K =
∑
I,R∈Sr,s: IR∼K
εI,R;K
1
f(I)f(R)
λIµR.
where, if IR ∼ K, εI,R;K is defined by λIλR = εI,R;KλK and therefore εI,R;K = εR¯,I¯;K¯ . 
As in the completely even case the following result will turn out to be crucial in the repre-
sentation theory of Lie conformal superalgebras (cf. [10]).
Proposition 2.8. Let R be a Lie conformal superalgebra of type (r, s). For a ∈ R, let
aλ =
∑
K∈Sr,s
(−1)pK
λK¯
f(K)
yKa ∈ A(R)[[λ]].
Then
[aλ, bµ] = [aλb]λ+µ.
Proof. We have
[aλ, bµ] =
∑
K,H
(−1)pK
λK¯
f(K)
[yKa, byH ]
µH¯
f(H)
=
∑
K,H,J
(−1)pK
λK¯
f(K)f(J)
(yK(∂y)J )(aJb)yH
µH¯
f(H)
=
∑
R,H,J
(−1)pR+pJ
λJ¯λR¯
f(J)f(RJ)
(yRJ (∂y)J)(aJb)yH
µH¯
f(H)
=
∑
R,H,J
(−1)pR+pJ
λJ¯λR¯
f(J)f(R)
ηJyR(aJb)yH
µH¯
f(H)
by Lemma 2.6. Now notice that λJ = (−1)
pJηJλJ¯ hence
[aλ, bµ] =
∑
R,H
(−1)pR
λR¯
f(R)f(H)
yRyHµH¯
∑
J
λJ
f(J)
(aJb)
=
∑
R,H
(−1)pR+pH
λR¯
f(R)f(H)
µH¯yHyR
∑
J
λJ
f(J)
(aJb)
=
∑
S
(−1)pS
(λ+ µ)S¯
f(S)
yS
∑
J
λJ
f(J)
(aJb)
= [aλb]λ+µ,
by Lemma 2.7.

93. Conformal modules and conformal duals
This section is dedicated to the study of modules over Lie conformal superalgebras.
Definition 3.1. A conformal module M over a Lie conformal superalgebra R of type (r, s) is
a Z/2Z-graded
∧
[∂]-module with a Z/2Z-graded linear map
R⊗M →
∧
[λ]⊗M, a⊗ v 7→ aλv
such that
(M1) (∂ia)λv = [∂i, aλ]v = −λiaλv;
(M2) [aλ, bµ]v = aλ(bµv)− (−1)
p(a)p(b)bµ(aλ)v = (aλb)λ+µv.
Definition 3.2. A Lie conformal superalgebra R of type (r, s) is called Z-graded if
∧
[λ]⊗R =
⊕d∈Z(
∧
[λ]⊗R)d, where (
∧
[λ]⊗R)d denotes the homogeneous component of degree d, and for
every homogeneous elements a, b ∈
∧
[λ]⊗R one has:
i) deg(λia) = deg(a)− 2;
ii) deg(∂ia) = deg(a)− 2;
iii) deg[aλb] = deg(a) + deg(b).
Notice that if R is a Z-graded Lie conformal superalgebra of type (r, s) then its annihilation
algebra A(R) inherits a Z-gradation by setting
deg(ayM ) = deg(a) + 2 ℓ(M),
where, for M = (m1, . . . ,mt), ℓ(M) = t.
In what follows we assume the following technical conditions on a Lie conformal superalgebra
R of type (r, s), which turn out to be satisfied in many interesting cases: we state them explicitly
for future reference.
Assumptions 3.3.
(1) R is Z-graded;
(2) The induced Z-gradation on A(R) has depth at most 3;
(3) The homogeneous components A(R)−1 and A(R)−3 are purely odd;
(4) The map ad : A(R)−2 → der(A(R)) is injective and its image is D = 〈∂y1 , . . . , ∂yr+s〉.
We consider the semi-direct sum of Lie superalgebras D⋉A(R), we observe that the subset
I = {x− ad(x), x ∈ A(R)−2} is an ideal and we set
g(R) = (D ⋉A(R))/I.
By Assumptions 3.3 (4), g(R) ∼= A(R) and g(R)−2 ∼= D. Indeed we will identify g(R)−2 with
D = 〈∂y1 , . . . , ∂yr+s〉.
We point out that the Lie superalgebra D ⋉ A(R) is the natural generalization of the so-
called extended annihilation algebra introduced by Cheng and Kac in [10]. A key observation
made in [10] is that conformal R-modules are exactly the same as continuous (called conformal
in [5]) modules over the extended annihilation algebra. The following proposition extends this
result in our context and is proved using Proposition 2.8.
Proposition 3.4. A conformal R-module is precisely a continuous module over D⋉A(R), i.e.
a module M such that for every v ∈M and every a ∈ R, (yKa).v 6= 0 only for a finite number
of K. The equivalence between the two structures is provided by the following relations:
• aλv =
∑
K(−1)
pK λK¯
f(K)(yKa).v;
• ∂iv = −∂yi .v.
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Definition 3.5. We say that a conformal R-module M is coherent if the action of the ideal
I = {x− ad(x), x ∈ A(R)−2} is trivial.
Thanks to Proposition 3.4, a coherent R-module is precisely a continuous module over g(R).
One checks directly that a conformal R-module M is coherent if and only if it satisfies the
following property: for every a ∈ R and all K such that deg(yKa) = −2, i.e. yKa =
∑
i αi∂yi ∈
g(R)−2, if
aλv =
∑
H
(−1)pH
λH¯
f(H)
vH ,
then vK = −
∑
i αi∂iv.
Definition 3.6. The conformal dual M∗ of a conformal R-module M is defined as
M∗ = {fλ : M →
∧
[λ] | fλ(∂im) = (−1)
pip(f)λifλ(m), for all m ∈M and i = 1, . . . , r + s},
with the structure of
∧
[∂]-module given by (∂if)λ(m) = −λifλ(m), and with the following
λ-action of R:
(aλf)µm = −(−1)
p(a)p(f)fµ−λ(aλm), a ∈ R,m ∈M.
Here by p(f) we denote the parity of the map fλ.
Proposition 3.7. If M is a conformal R-module, then M∗ is a conformal R-module. If, in
addition, M is coherent, then M∗ is also coherent.
Proof. We need to check that properties (M1) and (M2) hold for M∗. We have:
((∂ia)λf)µm = −(−1)
(pi+p(a))p(f)fµ−λ((∂ia)λm) = (−1)
(pi+p(a))p(f)(−1)pip(f)λifµ−λ(aλm)
= (−1)p(a)p(f)λifµ−λ(aλm).
Besides,
([∂i, aλ]f)µm = (∂i(aλf))µm− (−1)
pip(a)(aλ∂if)µm
= −µi(aλf)µm+ (−1)
pip(a)+p(a)(p(f)+pi)∂ifµ−λ(aλm)
= µi(−1)
p(a)p(f)fµ−λ(aλm) + (−1)
p(a)p(f)(λi − µi)fµ−λ(aλm)
= (−1)p(a)p(f)λifµ−λ(aλm).
(M1) thus follows. As for (M2), we have:
([aλ, bµ]f)νm = −(−1)
p(a)(p(b)+p(f))(bµf)ν−λ(aλm) + (−1)
p(b)p(f)(aλf)ν−µ(bµm)
= (−1)p(a)(p(b)+p(f))+p(b)p(f)fν−λ−µ(bµ(aλm))− (−1)
p(b)p(f)+p(a)p(f)fν−λ−µ(aλ(bµm))
= −(−1)(p(a)+p(b))p(f)fν−λ−µ([aλ, bµ]m)
= −(−1)(p(a)+p(b))p(f)fν−λ−µ((aλb)λ+µm) = ((aλb)λ+µf)νm.
Now assume that M is coherent. Let yKa =
∑
i αi∂yi ∈ g(R)−2. Let MK be the subspace
of
∧
(λ) ⊗M spanned by all elements of the form λH¯v for all H 6= K, ℓ(H) ≥ ℓ(K) and all
v ∈M . We have
aλv = −(−1)
pK
λK¯
f(K)
∑
αi∂iv mod MK .
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Therefore
(aλf)µv = −(−1)
p(a)p(f)fµ−λ(aλv)
= −(−1)p(a)p(f)fµ−λ
(
− (−1)pK
λK¯
f(K)
∑
i
αi∂iv
)
mod MK
= (−1)pK
λK¯
f(K)
∑
i
αi(µi − λi)fµ−λv mod MK
= (−1)pK
λK¯
f(K)
∑
i
αiµi
(
fµ−λv
)∣∣
λ=0
mod MK
= (−1)pK
λK¯
f(K)
∑
i
αiµi(fµv) mod MK
On the other hand
(
∑
i
αi∂if)µv = −
∑
i
αiµi(fµv)
and the proof is complete by the observation following Definition 3.5. 
Proposition 3.8. Let T : M → N be a morphism of conformal R-modules i.e. a linear map
such that:
(1) T (∂im) = (−1)
pip(T )∂iT (m),
(2) T (aλm) = (−1)
p(a)p(T )aλT (m),
then the map T ∗ : N∗ → M∗ given by: (T ∗(f))λm = −(−1)
p(T )p(f)fλT (m) is a morphism of
conformal R-modules.
Proof. Let us first check that if f lies in M∗ then T ∗(f) ∈ N∗. Indeed, for m ∈M we have
(T ∗(f))λ(∂im) = −(−1)
p(T )p(f)fλ(T (∂im))
= −(−1)p(T )(p(f)+pi)fλ(∂iT (m)) = −(−1)
p(T )(p(f)+pi)+p(f)piλifλT (m)
and
λi(T
∗(f))λm = −(−1)
p(f)p(T )λifλT (m).
Let us verify property (1) for T ∗. We have
(T ∗(∂if))λm = −(−1)
p(T )(p(f)+pi)∂ifλT (m))
= (−1)p(T )(p(f)+pi)λifλT (m)
and
∂i(T
∗(f))λm = −λi(T
∗f)λm = (−1)
p(f)p(T )λifλT (m).
Besides we have
(T ∗(aλf))µm = −(−1)
p(T )(p(a)+p(f))(aλf)µT (m) = (−1)
p(T )(p(a)+p(f))+p(a)p(f)fµ−λ(aλT (m))
and
(aλT
∗(f))µm = −(−1)
p(a)(p(f)+p(T ))(T ∗(f))µ−λ(aλm) = (−1)
p(a)(p(f)+p(T ))+p(f)p(T )fµ−λ(T (aλm)).
Property (2) for T ∗ follows from property (2) for T . 
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Proposition 3.9. Let M be a conformal R-module which is free and finitely-generated as a∧
[∂]-module. If {mi} is a basis of M such that aλmj =
∑
k Pjk(λ,∂)mk, then M
∗ is a free,
finitely-generated
∧
[∂]-module, with basis {m∗i } given by: (m
∗
i )λmk = δik and
aλm
∗
i = −
∑
j
(−1)p(mi)(p(mj)+p(mi))Pji(λ,−∂ − λ)m
∗
j .
Proof. The fact that M∗ is a free
∧
[∂]-module with basis {m∗i } is an easy verification. By
definition we have:
(aλm
∗
i )µ(mj) = −(−1)
p(a)p(mi)(m∗i )µ−λ(aλmj) = −(−1)
p(a)p(mi)
∑
k
(mi)
∗
µ−λPjk(λ,∂)mk
= −(−1)p(a)p(mi)(mi)
∗
µ−λ(Pji(λ,∂)mi)
= −(−1)p(mi)(p(mj )+p(mi))Pji(λ,µ− λ).
The statement follows. 
Remark 3.10. We point out that, by Proposition 3.9, the map
ϕ : (M∗)∗ →M, (m∗i )
∗ 7→ (−1)p(mi)mi
is an isomorphism of conformal R-modules, provided that M is free and finitely generated as
∧
[∂]-module.
Remark 3.11. Let M,N be free and finitely generated conformal R-modules and T : M → N
be a conformal morphism. In [5, Proposition 2.4] it is shown that if R is of type (1, 0), T is
injective and N/ImT is free as F[∂]-module, then T ∗ : N∗ → M∗ is surjective and that the
injectivity of T is not sufficient. The same argument applies also for R of type (r, s). On the
other hand, it is easy to check that if T is a surjective morphism of conformal modules then
T ∗ is always injective.
Recall that we always assume that Assumptions 3.3 on R are satisfied, in particular, g(R) =
⊕j≥−3g(R)j is a Z-graded Lie superalgebra of depth at most 3 with g(R)−1 and g(R)−3 purely
odd, and g(R)−2 identified with D = 〈∂y1 , . . . , ∂yr+s〉.
Let F be a finite-dimensional g(R)0-module which we extend to g(R)≥0 =
⊕
j≥0 g(R)j by
letting g(R)j , j > 0, act trivially. We let
M(F ) = Ind
g(R)
g(R)≥0
F
be the generalized Verma module, attached to F . Since, by our assumptions,
∧
[∂y] =
U(g(R)−2), and g(R)−1 and g(R)−3 are purely odd, we see that M(F ) is a free
∧
[∂y]-module
of rank 2n, where n = dim(g(R)−1 + g(R)−3).
Let {d1, . . . , dn} be a basis of g(R)−1 ⊕ g(R)−3, and {v1, . . . , vℓ} be a basis of F . For every
I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, I = {i1, . . . , ik} with i1 < · · · < ik we let dI = di1 . . . dik ∈ U(g(R)). We set
Ω = {1, . . . , n}. We observe that {dIvh | I ⊆ Ω, h ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}} is a basis of M(F ) as a free∧
[∂y]-module and we will denote by{(dIvh)
∗ | I ⊆ Ω, h ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}} the corresponding dual
basis of M(F )∗ as a free
∧
[∂y]-module.
Lemma 3.12. Let x ∈ g(R)≥0. Then for all I ⊆ Ω and all k = 1, . . . , ℓ we have
xdIvk ∈
⊕
J,h: |J |≤|I|
∧
[∂y]dJvh.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on |I|. If |I| = 0 the result is clear since xvk ∈ F . If |I| > 0
let I = {i1, . . . , it}. Then
xdi1 · · · ditvk = [x, di1 ]di2 · · · ditvk + (−1)
p(x)di1xdi2 · · · ditvk.
Consider the first summand. If deg[x, di1 ] < 0 is odd then [x, di1 ] is a linear combination of
the di’s and the result follows. If deg[x, di1 ] < 0 is even then [x, di1 ] ∈
∧
[∂y] and the result
also follows. If deg[x, di1 ] ≥ 0 we can apply our induction hypothesis.
For the second summand we can also apply the induction hypothesis so that
xdi2 · · · ditvk =
∑
J ′,h: |J ′|≤t−1
PJ ′,h(∂y)dJ ′vh
and the result follows observing that di∂yj = ±∂yjdi +
∑
ahdh. 
Definition 3.13. If g is a Lie superalgebra, ϕ : g → gl(V ) is a representation of g and
x 7→ χx ∈ F is a character of g, we let ϕ
χ : g→ gl(V ) be given by
ϕχ(x)(v) = ϕ(x)(v) + χxv.
It is clear that ϕχ is still a representation and we call it the χ-shift of ϕ. In particular, if V is
any g-module we call the χ-shifted dual of V the χ-shift of the dual representation V ∗. More
explicitly, if {v1, . . . , vn} is a basis of V and {v
∗
1 , . . . , v
∗
n} is the corresponding dual basis of V
∗
the χ-shifted action on V ∗ is given by
(19) x.v∗h = χxv
∗
h − (−1)
p(x)p(vh)
∑
k
v∗h(x.vk)v
∗
k,
for all x ∈ g and h = 1, . . . , n.
Now let U = U(g(R)<0) and observe that U is a graded g(R)0-module by adjoint action.
Let d = deg dΩ and consider the homogeneous component of degree d of U
Ud =
⊕
I⊆Ω
∧
(∂y)d−deg dIdI
and note that
U◦d =
⊕
I 6=Ω
∧
(∂y)d−deg dIdI
is a g(R)0-submodule of codimension 1 by Lemma 3.12. So we have that Ud/U
◦
d is a 1-
dimensional representation of g(R)0 and we denote by x 7→ ρx ∈ F the corresponding character.
In other words the character ρ is uniquely determined by the condition
(20) [x, dΩ] = ρxdΩ mod U
◦
d .
Lemma 3.14. Let x ∈ g(R)0. Then
ρx = − str(ad(x)|g(R)−1⊕g(R)−3),
where str denotes the supertrace of an endomorphism of a vector superspace.
Proof. Recall that dΩ = d1 · · · dn where {d1, . . . , dn} is a basis of g(R)−1 ⊕ g(R)−3. If n = 0
the result is trivial since dΩ = 1. The result is also trivial if p(x) = 1 since ρx = 0 for parity
reasons and ad(x) = 0 because g(R)−1 ⊕ g(R)−3 is purely odd.
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So we can assume that p(x) = 0 and n ≥ 1. Next observe that if i1, . . . , it ∈ {1, . . . , n} are
such that ih = ik for some h 6= k then di1 · · · dit ∈ U
◦
d . So, if [x, di] =
∑
j aijdj we have
[x, dΩ] = [x, d1]d2 · · · dn + d1[x, d2]d3 · · · dn + · · ·+ d1 · · · dn−1[x, dn]
≡ a11d1d2 · · · dn + d1(a22d2)d3 · · · dn + · · · + d1 · · · dn−1[anndn] mod U
◦
d
≡ (a11 + · · ·+ ann)dΩ mod U
◦
d .
Therefore ρx = a11 + · · ·+ ann = − str(ad(x)|g(R)−1⊕g(R)−3). 
We let {∂∗y1 , . . . , ∂
∗
yr+s} be the basis of g(R)
∗
−2 dual to {∂y1 , . . . , ∂yr+s}. We let
π : U =
⊕
I
∧
[∂y]dI →
∧
[∂y]dΩ
be the natural projection. Analogously we have M(F ) = ⊕I
∧
[∂]dIF and we also denote by
π : M(F ) →
∧
[∂]dΩF the corresponding projection. The following result is crucial in this
paper.
Theorem 3.15. The subspace FΩ = spanF{(dΩvk)
∗ | k = 1, . . . , ℓ} of M(F )∗ is a g(R)0-
module isomorphic to the χ-shifted dual of F , where the shift character is given by
(21) χx = str(ad(x)|g(R)<0), x ∈ g(R)0.
Proof. Recall that for all a ∈ R we have
(22) aλ(dIvk) =
∑
M∈Sr,s
(−1)pM
λM¯
f(M)
(yMa)(dIvk) =
∑
J,h
PI,k;J,h(λ,∂)dJvh
for some polynomials PI,k;J,h(λ,∂). Let ySa ∈ g(R)0 and observe that deg a ≤ 0 is even. We
make use of (22) to compute the action of ySa on FΩ. We point out that PI,k;Ω,h(λ,∂) 6= 0 only
if I = Ω. Indeed, if yMa ∈ g(R)<0 then yMa ∈ g(R)−2 and so we have yMa =
∑
∂∗yi(yMa)∂yi
hence
(yMa)(dIvk) =
∑
∂∗yi(yMa)∂yidIvk = −
∑
∂∗yi(yMa)∂idIvk;
if yMa ∈ g(R)≥0 this follows by applying Lemma 3.12.
In order to compute the polynomials PΩ,k;Ω,h(λ,∂) we notice that by (22) and Lemma 3.12
we have ∑
h
PΩ,k;Ω,h(λ,∂)dΩvh =
∑
M∈Sr,s
(−1)pM
λM¯
f(M)
π((yMa)dΩvk)
=
∑
M : deg(yMa)=0,−2
(−1)pM
λM¯
f(M)
π((yMa)dΩvk).
It follows that∑
h
PΩ,k;Ω,h(λ,∂)dΩvh =
∑
M :deg yMa=−2
(−1)pM
λM¯
f(M)
∑
i
∂∗yi(yMa)∂yidΩvk
+
∑
N :deg yNa=0
(−1)pN
λN¯
f(N)
(
ρyNavk + (−1)
p(dΩ)p(yNa)dΩ(yNa).vk
)
.
Substituting (yNa).vk =
∑
h v
∗
h((yNa).vk)vh in the previous formula we deduce that
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PΩ,k;Ω,h(λ,∂) =δk,h
(
−
∑
M :deg yMa=−2
∑
i
(−1)pM
λM¯
f(M)
∂∗yi(yMa)∂i +
∑
N :deg yNa=0
(−1)pN
λN¯
f(N)
ρyNa
)
+ (−1)p(dΩ)p(yNa)
∑
N :deg yNa=0
(−1)pN
λN¯
f(N)
v∗h(yNavk).
By Proposition 3.9 it follows that
aλ(dΩvh)
∗ =
(23)
∑
M : deg yMa=−2
(−1)pM
λM¯
f(M)
∑
i
∂∗yi(yMa)(−∂i − λi)(dΩvh)
∗ −
∑
N : deg yNa=0
(−1)pN
λN¯
f(N)
ρyNa(dΩvh)
∗
−
∑
k
∑
N :deg yNa=0
(−1)pN
λN¯
f(N)
(−1)p(dΩvh)(p(dΩvh)+p(dΩvk))(−1)p(dΩ)p(yNa)v∗h(yNa vk)(dΩvk)
∗.
Observe that in each summand of the last sum we have a factor v∗h(yNa vk) so that we can
assume p(vh) + p(vk) = p(yNa) in order to simplify the sign
(−1)p(dΩvh)(p(dΩvh)+p(dΩvk))(−1)p(dΩ)p(yNa) = (−1)p(vh)p(yNa).
Now recall that the action of ySa ∈ g(R)0 on (dΩvh)
∗ can be obtained from (23) thanks to
Proposition 3.4. This immediately implies that FΩ is a g(R)0-submodule of M(F )
∗. More
precisely, for ySa ∈ g(R)0 we have:
ySa.(dΩvh)
∗ =
(
−
∑
i,M : iM∼S
(−1)piε(i,M ;S)mi(S)∂
∗
yi(yMa)− ρySa
)
(dΩvh)
∗(24)
− (−1)p(vh)p(ySa)
∑
k
v∗h(ySa vk)(dΩvk)
∗.
Recalling that iM ∼ S implies yiyM = εi,M ;SyS we have ∂yi(yS) = εi,M ;Smi(S)yM and so we
have
ySa.(dΩvh)
∗ =
(
−
∑
i
(−1)pi∂∗yi(∂yiySa)− ρySa
)
(dΩvh)
∗ − (−1)p(vh)p(ySa)
∑
k
v∗h(ySa vk)(dΩvk)
∗
=
(∑
i
(−1)pi∂∗yi [ySa, ∂yi ]− ρySa
)
(dΩvh)
∗ − (−1)p(vh)p(ySa)
∑
k
v∗h(ySa vk)(dΩvk)
∗
= str
(
ad(ySa)|g(R)<0
)
(dΩvh)
∗ − (−1)p(vh)p(ySa)
∑
k
v∗h(ySa vk)(dΩvk)
∗,
by Lemma 3.14. The result follows by (19). 
Proposition 3.16. The g(R)0-module FΩ is annihilated by g(R)>0.
Proof. By the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.15 if the degree of a is positive
then aλ(dΩvh)
∗ = 0; moreover, if a has even non-positive degree then yMa.(dΩvh)
∗ = 0 by
(23).
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Now let us assume deg(a) = −2g+1 for some positive integer g. If ℓ(M) = g− 1, g− 2 then
we can write yMa =
∑n
i=1 αM,i(a)di for some αM,i(a) ∈ F. From (22) we obtain
PI,k;Ω,h(λ,∂) =


∑
ℓ(M)=g−1,g−2
(−1)i−1αM,i(a)
λM
M !
δkh if I = Ω \ {i}, for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
0 otherwise.
It follows that
aλ(dΩvh)
∗ = −
∑
I,k
(−1)p(dΩvh)(p(dΩvh)+p(dIvk))PI,k;Ω,h(λ,−∂ − λ)(dIvk)
∗
= −
∑
ℓ(M)=g−1,g−2
∑
i
(−1)p(dΩvh)(p(dΩvh)+p(dΩ\{i}vk))(−1)i−1αM,i(a)
λM
M !
(dΩ\{i}vh)
∗.
It follows that yMa.(dΩvh)
∗ = 0 for ℓ(M) ≥ g. 
For the 1-dimensional g(R)0-module χ given by (21), we denote the χ-shifted dual of F by
F∨. The following is our main result.
Theorem 3.17. Let R be a Lie conformal superalgebra of type (r, s) satisfying Assumptions
3.3. Let F be a finite-dimensional g(R)0-module. Then M(F )
∗ is isomorphic to M(F∨) as a
g(R)-module.
Proof. We use the same notation as above and consider the basis {v∗1 , . . . , v
∗
ℓ } of F
∨ dual to
the basis {v1, , . . . , vℓ}. By Theorem 3.15 and Proposition 3.16, we can define a morphism
ϕ : M(F∨) → M(F )∗ of g(R)-modules by extending the g(R)≥0-modules isomorphism ϕ :
F∨ → FΩ given by ϕ(v
∗
k) = (dΩvk)
∗ for all k = 1, . . . , ℓ, in the following natural way:
ϕ(u⊗ v) = (−1)p(u)p(dΩ)uϕ(v)
for all u ∈ U(g(R)) and v ∈ F∨.
Since M(F∨) and M(F )∗ are free
∧
[∂]-modules of the same rank, we will prove that ϕ is in
fact an isomorphism by showing that it is surjective. To this aim it is sufficient to show that the
g(R)-submodule S of M(F )∗ generated by FΩ is the whole M(F )
∗. Let a ∈ R be an element
of negative odd degree, say deg a = −2g + 1. Recall that by Lemma 3.12 if deg(yMa) > 0 we
have
yMa dIvk ∈
⊕
J,h: |J |<|I|
∧
[∂y]dJvh,
and if deg(yMa) < 0 then yMa =
∑
i αi,M (a)di. Therefore
aλdIvk =
∑
ℓ(M)=g−1,g−2
(−1)pM
λM¯
M !
∑
i
αi,M (a)didIvk +
∑
h
∑
J : |J |<|I|
PI,k;J,h(λ,∂)dJvh.
In particular, if J = {j1, . . . , jr} with j1 < j2 < · · · < jr and |J | ≥ |I|, then
PI,k;J,h(λ,∂) =


δhk
∑
ℓ(M)=g−1,g−2
(−1)pM
λM¯
M !
(−1)i−1αi,M (a) if I = J \ {ji} for some i
0 otherwise.
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It follows that
aλ(dJvh)
∗ =
∑
i
−(−1)p(dJ )(p(dJ )+p(dJ\{ji}))
∑
ℓ(M)=g−1,g−2
(−1)pM
λM¯
M !
(−1)i−1αi,M (a)(dJ\{ji}vh)
∗
−
∑
k
∑
I: |I|>|J |
(−1)p(dJ )(p(dJ )+p(dI ))PI,k;J,h(λ,−λ− ∂)(dIvk)
∗.(25)
We show by reverse induction on |I| that S contains all elements (dIvk)
∗. The first step of the
induction consists of the elements in FΩ which belong to S by definition.
So let I ( Ω and let J be such that I ( J and |J | = |I|+1. If J = {j1, . . . , jr} there exists
i such that I = J \ {ji}. By induction hypothesis all elements (dJvh)
∗ ∈ S. Now we observe
that there exist a ∈ R and N such that dji = yNa. Indeed, by definition of g(R), dji can be
expressed as follows:
dji =
∑
r
yMrar.
Let N be such that yN is a non-zero common multiple of all yMr . Then we can write
dji =
∑
r
yMrar =
∑
r
βryN (∂y)Irar = yN
∑
r
βr(−1)
ℓ(Ir)∂Irar = yNa,
where βr are suitable constants and Ir are suitable sequences of indices. By Equation (25),
observing that αji,N (a) = 1, we have
yNa (dJvh)
∗ = −(−1)p(dJ )(p(dJ )+p(dI ))(−1)i−1(dIvh)
∗ + Z,
where
Z ∈
∑
k
∑
L: |L|>|J |
∧
[∂](dLvk)
∗.
This completes the proof. 
4. The Lie conformal superalgebra of type W .
We denote by W (r, s) the Lie superalgebra of derivations of
∧
[[x]], where, as usual, x =
(x1, . . . , xr+s) and x1, . . . , xr are even and xr+1, . . . , xr+s are odd variables. In this section we
realize W (r, s) as the annihilation superalgebra associated to a Lie conformal superalgebra of
type (r, s) which satisfies Assumptions 3.3.
Definition 4.1. We denote by RW (r, s) the free
∧
[∂]-module with even generators a1, . . . , ar
and odd generators ar+1, . . . , ar+s, all of degree −2, and λ-bracket given by
[aiλaj] = (∂i + λi)aj + aiλj
and extended on the whole RW (r, s) by properties (6) and (7) of Definition 2.1.
Proposition 4.2. RW (r, s) is a Z-graded Lie conformal superalgebra of type (r, s) satisfying
Assumptions 3.3.
Proof. It is sufficient to verify that conformal skew-symmetry and Jacobi identity hold for the
generators ai. We first verify the conformal skew-symmetry. We have
[ajλai] = (∂j + λj)ai + ajλi
= (−1)pipj(ai(∂j + λj) + λiaj)
= (−1)pipj(−(∂i − λi − ∂i)aj − ai(−∂j − λj))
= −(−1)pipj [ai−λ−∂aj ].
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The Jacobi identity can be verified similarly. Namely we have:
[aiλ[ajµak]] = [aiλ(∂j + µj)ak + ajµk]
= (−1)pipjµj [aiλak] + [aiλ∂jak] + [aiλaj]µk
= (−1)pipjµj((∂i + λi)ak + aiλk) + (−1)
pipj (∂j + λj)[aiλak]
+ ((∂i + λi)aj + aiλj)µk
= (∂i + λi)µjak + aiµjλk + (∂i + λi)(∂j + λj)ak + ai(∂j + λj)λk + (∂i + λi)ajµk
+ aiλjµk;
[[aiλaj]λ+µak] = [(∂i + λi)aj + aiλj λ+µak]
= −µi[ajλ+µak] + (−1)
pipjλj[aiλ+µak]
= −µi((∂j + λj + µj)ak + aj(λk + µk)) + (∂i + λi + µi)λjak + aiλj(λk + µk);
(−1)pipj [ajµ[aiλak]] = (−1)
pipj [ajµ(∂i + λi)ak + aiλk]
= (∂i + µi + λi)((∂j + µj)ak + ajµk) + ai(∂j + µj)λk + µiajλk.
The fact that RW (r, s) satisfies Assumptions 3.3 is straightforward.

Proposition 4.3. The map
ϕ : g(RW (r, s))→ W (r, s)
given by yMai 7→ −xM∂xi is a Z-graded Lie superalgebra isomorphism, where the Z-gradation
on W (r, s) is given by deg xi = − deg ∂xi = 2.
Proof. In the Lie superalgebra W (r, s) one has:
[xM∂xi ,xN∂xj ] = xM (∂xixN )∂xj − (−1)
(pi+pM)(pj+pN )xN (∂xjxM )∂xi .
On the other hand, by Definition 2.4, we have:
[yMai,yNaj] = (−1)
pjpN
∑
K
1
f(K)
(yM (∂y )K)(aiKaj)yN
= (−1)pjpN (yM (∂iaj)yN + (yM∂yi)ajyN + (yM∂yj )((−1)
pipjai)yN
= (−1)pjpN (−(−1)pipM+pjpN (∂yiyMyNaj) + (−1)
pipM+pjpN (∂yiyM )yNaj
+ (−1)pipj+pjpM+pipN (∂yjyM )yNai)
= −yM (∂yiyN )aj + (−1)
(pi+pM )(pj+pN )yN (∂yiyM )aj .

Remark 4.4. Let R = RW (r, s). We observe that g(R)0 ∼= gl(r, s) hence its central elements
are c0 =
∑r
i=1 yiai and c1 =
∑r+s
i=r+1 yiai. We have χc0 = −r and χc1 = s.
We point out that this is consistent with the classification of degenerate Verma modules of
W (1, s) given in [5] that we recall below. In this case let us denote by F (α0, α1;β1, . . . , βs−1)
the irreducible gl(1, s)-module with highest weight (α0, α1;β1, . . . , βs−1) with respect to the
elements x1∂x1 ,
∑s+1
i=2 xi∂xi , x2∂x2 − x3∂x3 , . . . , xs∂xs − xs+1∂xs+1 .
We observe that for k > 0, the dual of the gl(1, s)-module F (0,−k; 0, . . . , 0, k) is F (1, k −
1; k − 1, 0, . . . , 0). Indeed the module F (1, k − 1; k − 1, 0, . . . , 0) consists of k-forms in the
indeterminates x1, . . . , xs+1 with constant coefficients, its highest weight vector is dx1(dx2)
k−1
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and its lowest weight vector is dxks+1. It follows that the shifted dual of F (0,−k; 0, . . . , 0, k)
is F (0, s + k − 1; k − 1, 0, . . . , 0). Moreover, the module F (0, 0; 0, . . . , 0) is self-dual and so its
shifted dual is F (−1, s; 0, . . . , 0).
In this notation we have the following two sequences of morphisms of generalized Verma
modules:
M(0, 0; 0, . . . , 0) ← M(0,−1; 0, . . . , 0, 1) ← M(0,−2; 0, . . . , 0, 2) ← · · ·
M(−1, s; 0, . . . , 0) → M(0, s; 0, 0, . . . , 0) → M(0, s + 1; 1, 0 . . . , 0) → · · · ,
which contain all non-trivial morphisms. Note that these two sequences are dual to each other.
5. The finite simple Lie conformal superalgebras of type (1, 0)
It is known that all infinite-dimensional simple linearly compact Lie superalgebras of growth
1 (rather their universal central extensions) are annihilation Lie superalgebras of simple Lie
conformal superalgebras of type (1, 0), which have finite rank over F[∂] [13]. These Lie super-
algebras are
(26) W (1, n), S′(1, n), K(1, n), K ′(1, 4) and E(1, 6),
except that here by K ′(1, 4) we mean the universal central extension of [K(1, 4),K(1, 4)]. The
corresponding simple Lie conformal superalgebras are respectively
(27) Wn, Sn, Kn, K
′
4 and CK6
(in fact there are many Lie conformal superalgebras with the annihilation Lie superalgebra
S(1, n) [13]).
All Lie superalgebras (26) are Z-graded by their principal gradation described in [11], and
these gradations are induced from Z-gradations of the corresponding Lie conformal superalge-
bras. For example the principal Z-gradation ofW (1, n) and S(1, n) is defined as in Proposition
4.3, and it is induced from the Z-gradation of RW (r, s) from Proposition 4.2.
The linearly compact Lie superalgebra K(1, n) is identified with the linearly compact su-
perspace
∧
(ξ)[[y]], ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn), p(ξi) = 1¯, p(y) = 0¯.
The bracket is given by the formula
(28) [φ,ψ] =
(
2φ−
n∑
i=1
ξi∂ξiφ
)
(∂yψ)− (∂yφ)
(
2ψ −
n∑
i=1
ξi∂ξiψ) + (−1)
p(φ)
n∑
i=1
(∂ξiφ)(∂ξiψ),
and the principal Z-gradation is
(29) deg(ξi1 . . . ξist
m) = s+ 2m− 2,
hence it is of the form K(1, n) =
∏
k≥−2 gk, where g−2 = F1, g−1 = span{ξ1, . . . , ξn}, g0 =
span{ξiξj} ⊕ Fy. It follows from (28) that g0 is isomorphic to son ⊕ Fy, where y is its central
element and ad y defines the Z-gradation; the adjoint representation of son is trivial on g−2
and standard on g−1. Hence, by Theorem 3.15, the shift character χ on g0 is as follows:
(30) χ|son = 0, χy = n− 2.
The Lie superalgebras K ′(1, 4) and E(1, 6) with their principal gradation are Z-graded
subalgebras of K(1, 4) and K(1, 6) respectively, with the same non-positive part. Hence the
shift character in these cases is given by (30) with n = 4 and 6, respectively. Note also that on
the central element c of the universal central extension of K ′(1, 4) the shift character vanishes.
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This description of the shift character shows that the complexes of degenerate Verma mod-
ules described in [3], [1] and [4] for K(1, n), K ′(1, 4), and E(1, 6), respectively, are mapped to
each other under duality described by Theorem 3.17.
Of course, in order to be able to apply Theorem 3.17, we need to check that the Lie super-
algebras in question are annihilation superalgebras of Lie conformal superalgebras, and that
Assumptions 3.3 hold. But this holds for K(1, n) and K ′(1, 4) by [13] and for E(1, 6) by [9].
For example, the Lie conformal superalgebra with annihilation Lie superalgebra K(1, n),
as an F[∂]-module, is Kn = F[∂] ⊗
∧
(ξ), and the λ-bracket between f = ξi1 . . . ξik and g =
ξj1 . . . ξjh is given in [13] by the following formula:
[fλg] = (k − 2)∂(fg) + (−1)
k
n∑
i=1
(∂ξif)(∂ξig) + λ(k + h− 4)fg.
The principal gradation on K(1, n) is induced by the following Z-gradation on Kn:
deg(ξi1 · · · ξis) = s− 2, deg(∂) = deg(λ) = −2.
6. The Lie conformal superalgebra RE(5, 10).
In this section we introduce, following [11], the exceptional linearly compact infinite-dimensional
Lie superalgebra E(5, 10) and realize it as the annihilation superalgebra of a Lie conformal su-
peralgebra of type (5, 0).
The even part of E(5, 10) consists of zero-divergence vector fields in five (even) indetermi-
nates x1, . . . , x5, i.e.,
E(5, 10)0¯ = S5 = {X =
5∑
i=1
fi∂xi | fi ∈ F[[x1, . . . , x5]],div(X) :=
∑
i
∂fi
∂xi
= 0},
and E(5, 10)1¯ = Ω
2
cl consists of closed two-forms in the five indeterminates x1, . . . , x5. The
bracket between a vector field and a form is given by the Lie derivative and for f, g ∈
F[[x1, . . . , x5]] we have
[fdxi ∧ dxj , gdxk ∧ dxl] = εijklfg∂xtijkl
where, for i, j, k, l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, εijkl and tijkl are defined as follows: if |{i, j, k, l}| = 4 we let
tijkl ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} be such that |{i, j, k, l, tijkl}| = 5 and εijkl be the sign of the permutation
(i, j, k, l, tijkl). If |{i, j, k, l}| < 4 we let εijkl = 0. From now on we shall denote dxi ∧ dxj
simply by dij .
The Lie superalgebra E(5, 10) has a consistent Z-gradation of depth 2, called principal,
where, for k ≥ 0,
E(5, 10)2k−2 = 〈f∂xi | i = 1, . . . , 5, f ∈ F[[x1, . . . , x5]]k〉 ∩ S5
E(5, 10)2k−1 = 〈fdij | i, j = 1, . . . , 5, f ∈ F[[x1, . . . , x5]]k〉 ∩ Ω
2
cl
where by F[[x1, . . . , x5]]k we denote the homogeneous component of F[[x1, . . . , x5]] of degree k.
Note that E(5, 10)0 ∼= sl5, and its modules E(5, 10)−1 and E(5, 10)−2 are isomorphic to the
exterior square and to the dual, respectively, of the standard sl5-module.
Definition 6.1. We denote by R̂E(5, 10) the free F[∂]-module (where ∂ = (∂1, . . . , ∂5)) gen-
erated by even elements ∂xi and odd elements djk with i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, j < k. We set
djj = 0 and djk = −dkj if j > k. We consider on R̂E(5, 10) the following λ-bracket:
• [∂xiλ∂xj ] = −(∂i + λi)∂xj − λj∂xi ;
• [∂xiλdjk] = −(∂i + λi)djk + δij
∑
h λhdhk − δki
∑
r λrdrj ;
• [djkλ∂xi ] = −λidjk + δij
∑
h(λh + ∂h)dhk − δki
∑
r(λr + ∂r)drj
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• [dijλdhk] = [dij , dhk]
extended on the whole R̂E(5, 10) by properties (6) and (7) of Definition 2.1.
Remark 6.2. One can verify that the λ-bracket defined on R̂E(5, 10) satisfies the conformal
skew-symmetry in Definition 2.1 but it does not satisfy the conformal Jacobi identity.
Note that the λ-bracket [∂xiλ∂xj ] differs in sign from that given in Definition 4.1, but is
more natural in this context. In order to explain how Definition 6.1 arises we make a short
detour on formal distribution algebras. We adopt the same notation and terminology as in [15].
All variables in this context are even. For this reason we indicate monomials with the usual
multi-exponent notation, namely, for N = (n1, . . . , n5) and x = (x1, . . . , x5), x
N = xn11 · · · x
n5
5 .
For two variables w, z define the formal δ-function
δ(z − w) =
∑
i,j | i+j=−1
wizj.
Recall that it satisfies the following properties:
(i) δ(z − w) = δ(w − z),
(ii) ∂zδ(z − w) = −∂wδ(z − w),
(iii) f(z)δ(z − w) = f(w)δ(z − w) for any formal distribution f(z).
We let w = (w1, . . . , w5), z = (z1, . . . , z5) and λ = (λ1, . . . , λ5), and introduce the formal
δ-function in 5 variables (the discussion below holds for any finite number of variables)
δ(x − z) =
∏
i
δ(xi − zi).
The properties of δ(z − w) imply similar properties of it:
(31) f(x)δ(x −w) = f(w)δ(x −w), for any formal distribution f in 5 variables,
in particular:
(32) δ(x − z)δ(x−w) = δ(w − z)δ(x−w).
Also
(33) ∂xiδ(x −w) = −∂wiδ(x −w),
and δ(x −w) = δ(w − x).
Lemma 6.3. We have
δ(x− z)∂xiδ(x−w) = −δ(w − z)∂wiδ(x−w)− (∂wiδ(w − z))δ(x −w).
Proof. Using Equations (33) and (32) we have
δ(x − z)∂xiδ(x−w) = −δ(x− z)∂wiδ(x−w)
= −∂wi
(
δ(x − z)δ(x −w)
)
= −∂wi
(
δ(w − z)δ(x −w)
)
.

Now we consider the free F[[x1, . . . , x5]][x
−1
1 , . . . , x
−1
5 ]-module A5 with basis ∂xi , i = 1, . . . , 5,
and dij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 5. Define the skew-supersymmetric bracket on A5 by the same formulas
as for E(5, 10). Then A5 is a superalgebra containing E(5, 10) as a subalgebra, but the bracket
on A5 does not satisfy the Jacobi identity.
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Recall that two formal distributions a(z), b(z) ∈ A5[[z
±1]], i.e. bilateral series with coeffi-
cients in A5 in the variables z1, . . . , z5, are called local if
[a(z), b(w)] =
∑
N∈Z5
+
1
N !
cN (w)∂
N
w δ(w − z),
where cN (w) are formal distributions in A5[[w
±1]] and only a finite number of cN (w) are
nonzero. We say in this case that [a(z)(N)b(z)] = cN (z) is the N -product of a(z) and b(z)
and we define their λ-bracket by
[a(z)λb(z)] =
∑
N
1
N !
cN (z)λ
N .
For all a ∈ A5 we let a[z] = δ(x − z)a ∈ A5[[z
±1]]. It follows from the lemmas below that
these formal distributions are pairwise local.
Lemma 6.4. For all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} we have
[∂xi [z], ∂xj [w]] = −∂wi(∂xj [w])δ(w − z)− ∂xj [w]∂wiδ(w − z)− ∂xi [w]∂wjδ(w − z).
In particular
[∂xi [z]λ∂xj [z]] = −∂zi(∂xj [z])− ∂xj [z]λi − ∂xi [z]λj .
Proof. We have
[∂xi [z], ∂xj [w]] = [δ(x − z)∂xi , δ(x−w)∂xj ]
= δ(x− z)(∂xiδ(x−w))∂xj − δ(x−w)(∂xjδ(x − z))∂xi
= −δ(w − z)(∂wiδ(x−w))∂xj − (∂wiδ(w − z))δ(x −w)∂xj
− δ(x−w)(∂wj δ(w − z))∂xi ,
by Equation (33) and Lemma 6.3.

Lemma 6.5. For all k, l, r, s we have [dkl[z]λdrs[z]] = [dkl, drs][z].
Proof. We have by (32)
[δ(x − z)dkl, δ(x −w)drs] = δ(x − z)δ(x −w)[dkl, drs] = δ(w − z)δ(x−w)[dkl, drs].

Lemma 6.6. We have
[∂xi [z], djk[w]] =− (∂widjk[w])δ(w − z)− djk[w]∂wiδ(z −w)
+ δij
∑
h 6=k
dhk[w]∂whδ(z −w)− δki
∑
r 6=j
drj [w]∂wrδ(z −w)
and so
[∂xi [z]λdjk[z]] = −∂zidjk[z]− djk[z]λi + δij
∑
h 6=k
dhk[z]λh − δki
∑
r 6=j
drj [z]λr.
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Proof. We have, by Lemma 6.3,
[δ(x − z)∂xi , δ(x−w)djk]
= δ(x − z)(∂xiδ(x−w))djk + δ(x−w)
(
δijd(δ(x − z)dxk)− δikd(δ(x − z)dxj)
)
= −(∂wiδ(x−w))djkδ(w − z)− δ(x −w)djk(∂wiδ(w − z))
+ δ(x −w)
(
δij
∑
h 6=k
(∂xhδ(x− z))dhk − δik
∑
r 6=j
(∂xrδ(x − z))drj
)
,
and the statement follows by (32). 
Let us denote by Z the F[∂z]-module generated by the formal distributions ∂xi [z] and djk[z].
Lemma 6.7. The F[∂z]-module Z is free of rank 15 on generators ∂xi [z] and djk[z], i, j, k ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, j < k.
Proof. We first notice that if P (∂z) is any polynomial in F[∂z] such that P (∂z)δ(x − z) = 0
then P (∂z) = 0. Now let ∑
i
Pi(∂z)∂xi [z] +
∑
j<k
Qjk(∂z)djk[z] = 0
for some Pi(∂z), Qjk(∂z) ∈ F[∂z]. Since the set {x
N∂xi : N ∈ Z
5, i = 1, . . . , 5} ∪ {xNdjk :
N ∈ Z5, j, k = 1, . . . , 5, j < k} is a linear basis of A5, we have that Pi(∂z)δ(x − z) = 0 and
Qjk(∂z)δ(x− z) = 0 and the result follows. 
By Lemma 6.7 we can identify the F[∂]-module R̂E(5, 10) with the F[∂z]-module Z. More-
over the λ-brackets on R̂E(5, 10) correspond to brackets of the corresponding formal distribu-
tions in Z via the formal Fourier transform thanks to Lemmas 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. We restrict
our attention to the following subspace of R̂E(5, 10):
Definition 6.8. Let RE(5, 10) be the F[∂]-submodule of R̂E(5, 10) generated by the following
elements:
• aij = ∂i∂xj − ∂j∂xi for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5};
• bk =
∑
h ∂hdhk for all k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
One can also give the following abstract presentation of RE(5, 10).
Proposition 6.9. RE(5, 10) is generated as a F[∂]-module by elements aij, bk, where i, j, k ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, subject to the following relations:
(1) aij + aji = 0;
(2) ∂haij + ∂iajh + ∂jahi = 0;
(3)
∑
k ∂kbk = 0.
Proof. It is a simple verification that the generators aij and bk satisfy the stated relations. By
construction the elements djk (j < k) and ∂xi are free generators of R̂E[5, 10]. Assume we
have a relation
(34)
∑
k
Pk(∂)bk +
∑
i,j
Qij(∂)aij = 0.
Using relation (1), we can assume Qij = −Qji and in particular Qii = 0. Then we have∑
k
∑
h 6=k
Pk(∂)∂hdhk +
∑
i,j
Qij(∂)(∂i∂xj − ∂j∂xi) = 0
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and so ∑
h<k
(Pk(∂)∂h − Ph(∂)∂k)dhk −
∑
i
(∑
j
2Qij(∂)∂j
)
∂xi = 0.
In particular we have for all h 6= k that Ph(∂)∂k = Pk(∂)∂h and hence there exists a polynomial
P (∂) such that Pk(∂) = P (∂)∂k for all k, hence the relation involving the bk’s in (34) is a
consequence of relation (3).
Using relation (2) systematically, we can assume that if i < j the polynomial Qij is actually a
polynomial in the variables ∂h with h ≤ j. With this assumption we show that all polynomials
Qij vanish by induction on the lexicographic order of the pair of indices (i, j).
If (i, j) = (1, 2) the relation Q12∂2 + Q13∂3 + Q14∂4 + Q15∂5 = 0 implies Q12 = 0 since
Q12 ∈ F[∂1, ∂2]. Let (i, h) 6= (1, 2) with i < h be such that Qrs = 0 for all (r, s) < (i, h).
Relation above provides ∑
j
Qij(∂)∂j = 0
which becomes ∑
j≥h
Qij∂j = 0
and since Qih is not a polynomial in ∂j for all j > h we deduce that Qih = 0. 
In the next result we compute the λ-brackets among generators of RE(5, 10).
Proposition 6.10. We have
• [aijλars] = λjλrasi + λiλrajs + λiλsarj + λjλsair + λi∂zjars + λj∂ziasr;
• [aijλbk] = (λi∂zj − λj∂zi)bk + (δikλj − δjkλi)
∑
r λrbr;
• [biλbi] = 0;
• if i 6= j, [biλbj ] = εijhkl(λhakl + λkalh + λlahk) where {i, j, h, k, l} = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
Proof. Using properties (6), (7), (8) of Definition 2.1 and Definition 6.1, we have:
[∂i∂xjλ∂r∂xs ] = −λi(λr + ∂r)[∂xjλ∂xs ]
= (λiλr∂j + λiλjλr + λi∂r∂j + λiλj∂r)∂xs + (λiλrλs + λiλs∂r)∂xj .
Using four times this relation we obtain
[aijλars] = [∂i∂xjλ∂r∂xs ]− [∂j∂xiλ∂r∂xs ]− [∂i∂xjλ∂s∂xr ] + [∂j∂xiλ∂s∂xr ]
= (λiλr∂j − λjλr∂i + λi∂r∂j − λj∂r∂i)∂xs + (λiλs∂r − λiλr∂s)∂xj
+ (−λiλs∂j + λjλs∂i − λi∂s∂j + λj∂s∂i)∂xr + (−λjλs∂r + λjλr∂s)∂xi
= λjλrasi + λiλrajs + λiλsarj + λjλsair + λi∂jars + λj∂iasr.
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In order to compute [aijλbk] we first assume that i, j, k are distinct. We have
[aijλbk] =
[
(∂i∂xj − ∂j∂xi)λ
∑
h 6=k
∂hdhk
]
= −λi
∑
h 6=k
(∂h + λh)[∂xjλdhk] + λj
∑
h 6=k
(∂h + λh)[∂xiλdhk]
= λi
∑
h 6=k
(∂h + λh)(∂j + λj)dhk − λi(∂j + λj)
∑
r 6=k
λrdrk
− λj
∑
h 6=k
(∂h + λh)(∂i + λi)dhk + λj(∂i + λi)
∑
r 6=k
λrdrk
= λi(∂j + λj)
∑
h 6=k
∂hdhk − λj(∂i + λi)
∑
h 6=k
∂hdhk
= (λi∂j − λj∂i)bk.
Now we assume that i, j, k are not distinct and with no lack of generality we can assume
that k = i 6= j. We have
[aijλbi] =
[
(∂i∂xj − ∂j∂xi)λ
∑
h 6=i
∂hdhi
]
= −λi
∑
h 6=i
(∂h + λh)[∂xjλdhi] + λj
∑
h 6=i
(∂h + λh)[∂xiλdhi]
= λi
∑
h 6=i
(∂h + λh)(∂j + λj)dhi − λi(∂j + λj)
∑
r 6=i
λrdri
− λj
∑
h 6=i
(∂h + λh)
(
(∂i + λi)dhi +
∑
s 6=h
λsdsh
)
= λi(∂j + λj)
∑
h 6=i
∂hdhi − λj(∂i + λi)
∑
h 6=i
(∂h + λh)dhi − λj
∑
h 6=i
∑
s 6=h
(∂h + λh)λsdsh
= λi(∂j + λj)bi − λj(∂i + λi)bi − λj(∂i + λi)
∑
h 6=i
λhdhi
− λj
∑
h 6=i
∑
s 6=h
∂hλsdsh − λj
∑
h 6=i
∑
s 6=h
λhλsdsh
In the last sum all terms with s 6= i cancel out and so we have
[aijλbi] = (λi∂j − λj∂i)bi − λj∂i
∑
h 6=i
λhdhi − λiλj
∑
h 6=i
λhdhi
− λj
∑
s
λs
∑
h 6=i,s
∂hdsh − λj
∑
h 6=i
λhλidih
= (λi∂j − λj∂i)bi − λj
∑
s
λs
∑
h 6=s
∂hdsh
= (λi∂j − λj∂i)bi + λj
∑
s
λsbs.
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Now we compute
[biλbi] =
[∑
h 6=i
∂hdhiλ
∑
k 6=i
∂kdki
]
= −
∑
h,k
λh(λk + ∂k)[dhiλdki] = 0.
Now we compute [biλbj] for i 6= j. Let h, k, l be such that εijhkl = 1. We have:
[biλbj ] =
[∑
r 6=i
∂rdri λ
∑
s 6=j
∂sdsj
]
= −
∑
r,s
λr(λs + ∂s)[driλdsj ]
= (λhλk + λh∂k − λkλh − λk∂h)∂xl + (λlλh + λl∂h − λhλl − λh∂l)∂xk
+ (λkλl + λk∂l − λlλk − λl∂k)∂xh
= λh(∂k∂xl − ∂l∂xk) + λk(∂l∂xh − ∂h∂xl) + λl(∂h∂xk − ∂k∂xh).

Theorem 6.11. The F[∂]-module RE(5, 10) with the λ-bracket induced from R̂E(5, 10) and
given in Proposition 6.10 is a Lie conformal superalgebra of type (5, 0).
Proof. By Proposition 6.10 the λ-bracket actually restricts to a linear map
[ . λ . ] : RE(5, 10) ×RE(5, 10) → F[λ]⊗RE(5, 10)
satisfying conformal sesquilinearity and conformal skew-symmetry. We need to prove the
conformal Jacoby identity for the triple (a, b, c) in the following four cases
(1) (a, b, c) = (aij , ars, amn);
(2) (a, b, c) = (bi, bj , bk);
(3) (a, b, c) = (aij , ars, bk);
(4) (a, b, c) = (aij , bh, bk).
(1) Since the elements aij belong to the submodule of R̂E(5, 10) generated by the elements
∂xi ’s it is enough to consider the Jacobi identity for elements ∂xi , ∂xj , ∂xk and this can be
verified as in Proposition 4.2.
(2) We have to show that
[biλ[bjµbk]] = [[biλbj ]λ+µbk]− [bjµ[biλbk]].
For distinct i, j, k let r, s be such that εijkrs = 1. We have:
[biλ[bjµbk]] = [biλ(µiars + µrasi + µsair)]
= −µi(−λr∂s + λs∂r)bi + µr(−λi∂sbi + λs∂ibi + (λs + ∂s)
∑
h
(λh + ∂h)bh)
− µs(−λi∂rbi + λr∂ibi + (λr + ∂r)
∑
h
(λh + ∂h)bh)
= (λsµr∂i − λiµr∂s + λiµs∂r − λrµs∂i + λrµi∂s − λsµi∂r)bi
+ (λsµr + µr∂s − λrµs − µs∂r)
∑
h
λhbh.
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Similarly we can compute
[[biλbj]λ+µbk] = (λkµr∂s − λkµs∂r + λrµs∂k − λrµk∂s + λsµk∂r − λsµr∂k)bk
+ (λsµr − λrµs)
∑
h
(λh + µh)bh
and
[bjµ[biλbk] = −
((
λrµs∂j − λrµj∂s + λsµj∂r − λsµr∂j + λjµr∂s − λjµs∂r
)
bj
+
(
λrµs + λr∂s − λsµr − λs∂r
)∑
h
µhbh
)
.
So we have
[biλ[bjµbk]]− [[biλbj]λ+µbk] + [bjµ[biλbk]]
= (λsµr∂i − λiµr∂s + λiµs∂r − λrµs∂i + λrµi∂s − λsµi∂r)bi
+ (−λkµr∂s + λkµs∂r − λrµs∂k + λrµk∂s − λsµk∂r + λsµr∂k)bk
+
(
− λrµs∂j + λrµj∂s − λsµj∂r + λsµr∂j − λjµr∂s + λjµs∂r
)
bj
+ (µr∂s − µs∂r)
∑
h
λhbh + (−λr∂s + λs∂r)
∑
h
µhbh
= (λsµr∂i − λrµs∂i)bi + (λsµr∂k − λrµs∂k)bk + (λsµr∂j − λrµs∂j)bj
+ (λsµr∂r − λrµs∂r)br + (λsµr∂s − λrµs∂s)bs
= (λsµr − λrµs)
∑
h
∂hbh
= 0.
(3) First assume i, j, r, s, k are distinct. We have
[aijλ[arsµbk]] = [aijλ(µr∂s − µs∂r)bk]
=
(
(µr(∂s + λs)− µs(∂r + λr))(λi∂j − λj∂i)
)
bk
=
(
(µr∂s − µs∂r)− (λrµs − λsµr)
)
(λi∂j − λj∂i)
)
bk
and
[[aijλars]λ+µbk] =
[(
λjλrasi + λiλrajs + λiλsarj + λjλsair + (λi∂j − λj∂i)ars
)
λ+µ
bk
]
=
(
λjλr((λs + µs)∂i − (λi + µi)∂s) + λiλr((λj + µj)∂s − (λs + µs)∂j)
+ λiλs((λr + µr)∂j − (λj + µj)∂r) + λjλs((λi + µi)∂r − (λr + µr)∂i)
+ (λi(−λj − µj)− λj(−λi − µi))((λr + µr)∂s − (λs + µs)∂r)
)
bk
= −(λi∂j − λj∂i)(λrµs − λsµr)− (λiµj − λjµi)(µr∂s − µs∂r)
and finally
[arsµ[aijµbk]] =
(
(λi∂j − λj∂i)− (µiλj − µjλi)
)
(µr∂s − µs∂r)
)
bk
and so the conformal Jacobi identity follows also in this case.
The other cases can be carried out similarly. 
We observe that RE(5, 10) is a Z-graded Lie conformal superalgebra if we set
deg(aij) = −4, deg(bk) = −3.
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Proposition 6.12. Let k ≥ 0. Then
dim g(RE(5, 10))2k−4 ≤
1
6
k(k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 4)
and
dim g(RE(5, 10))2k−3 ≤
1
6
k(k + 2)(k + 3)(k + 4).
Proof. Consider the elements aijy
R with |R| = k which generate g(RE(5, 10))2k−4. Since
aij = −aji we can always assume that i < j. We show that the set
B = {ai i+1y
M+ei : |M | = k − 1, i = 1, . . . , 4} ∪ {a12y
N+e2 : |N | = k − 1, y1 6 |y
N}
spans g(RE(5, 10))2k−4.
To show this we choose a total order  on the monomials aijy
R with i < j such that
• if h ≤ i < j ≤ k then aijy
R  ahky
S for all R,S.
• if i < j < k then aijy
R ≺ ajky
S for all R,S.
We prove that for every element aijy
R that is not in B there exists a relation
(35) aij∂yhy
M + ajh∂yiy
M + ahi∂yjy
M = 0,
which expresses it as a linear combination of smaller elements.
Let aijy
R /∈ B. If j − i > 2 we let i < h < j and we have
aijy
R =
1
rh + 1
aij∂yhyhy
R =
1
rh + 1
(
aih∂yj(yhy
R)− ajh∂yi(yhy
R)
)
.
Let us consider the case j = i+ 1. If yi, yi+1 do not divide y
R we have
ai i+1y
R =
1
rh + 1
(
aih∂yi+1(yhy
R)− ai+1h∂yi(yhy
R)
)
= 0,
where h is any index distinct from i, i + 1. So we can assume that i > 1 and that yi+1 is a
divisor of yR but yi is not (otherwise ai i+1y
R ∈ B). We have
ai i+1y
R =
1
ri−1 + 1
(
ai i−1∂yi+1(yi−1y
R)−ai+1 i−1∂yi(yi−1y
R)
)
= −
1
ri−1 + 1
ai−1 i∂yi+1(yi−1y
R).
So the dimension of g(RE(5, 10))2k−4 is less than or equal to the cardinality of B, i.e.
4
(
5 + k − 2
4
)
+
(
4 + k − 2
4
)
=
1
6
k(k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 4).
One can similarly show that the set
B′ = {biy
M : yj|y
M for some j > i, |M | = k}
is a generating set of g(RE(5, 10))2k−3. The proof is analogous and simpler than in the former
case and is based on the observation that if biy
M /∈ B′ then
biy
M =
1
mi + 1
∂yiyiy
M = −
1
mi + 1
∑
j 6=i
bj∂yjyiy
M = −
1
mi + 1
∑
j<i
bj∂yjyiy
M .
So the dimension of g((5, 10))2k−3 is at most
4
(
k + 3
4
)
+ 3
(
k + 2
3
)
+ 2
(
k + 1
2
)
+
(
k
1
)
=
1
6
k(k + 2)(k + 3)(k + 4).

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Corollary 6.13. For all d ∈ Z
dimE(5, 10)d ≥ dim g(RE(5, 10))d.
Proof. Using that all homogeneous components E(5, 10)d are irreducible E(5, 10)0 = sl5-
modules with known highest weights ([11]), one can check that the dimension of E(5, 10)2k−4
is 16k(k+1)(k+2)(k+4) and the dimension of E(5, 10)2k−3 is
1
6k(k+2)(k+3)(k+4). Hence
corollary follows from Proposition 6.12. 
Theorem 6.14. The annihilation algebra g(RE(5, 10)) is isomorphic, as a Z-graded Lie su-
peralgebra, to E(5, 10) with principal gradation under the following map Φ:
aijy
M 7→ −mix
M−ei∂xj +mjx
M−ej∂xi ;
bky
M 7→
∑
r 6=k
mrx
M−erdkr.
Proof. Let R = RE(5, 10). By construction and Proposition 6.9, g(R) is spanned by the
elements aijy
M and bky
M subject to the following relations:
(i) aijy
M + ajiy
M = 0;
(ii) aij∂yhy
M + ajh∂yiy
M + ahi∂yjy
M = 0;
(iii)
∑
k bk∂yky
M = 0.
In particular aijy
0 = 0 and bky
0 = 0. It is easy to check that relations (i), (ii), (iii) are
preserved by the map Φ and that Φ is surjective. Injectivity of Φ follows from Corollary 6.13.
The proof that Φ is an homomorphism is a straightforward verification based on the following
observation
[aijy
M , arsy
N ] = asi(∂yj∂yry
M )yN + ajs(∂yi∂yry
M )yN + arj(∂yi∂ysy
M )yN
+ air(∂yj∂ysy
M )yN − ars∂yj ((∂yiy
M )yN )− asr∂yi((∂yjy
M )yN ).

The following corollary answers a question raised in [6].
Corollary 6.15. Let F be a finite-dimensional sl5-module and let M(F ) be the corresponding
E(5, 10)-Verma module. Then M(F )∗ is isomorphic to M(F ∗).
Proof. By Theorem 6.14 we have g(RE(5, 10))−2 = 〈∂y1 , . . . , ∂y5〉 and RE(5, 10) satisfies As-
sumptions 3.3. Since the 0-th degree component of E(5, 10) is isomorphic to sl5 which has only
zero characters, by Theorem 3.17 the conformal module M(F )∗ is isomorphic to M(F ∗). 
7. The Lie conformal superalgebra RE(3, 6).
In this section we introduce the infinite-dimensional (linearly compact) Lie superalgebra
E(3, 6) and realize it as the annihilation superalgebra of a Lie conformal superalgebra of type
(3, 0). This is used to show that M(F )∗ = M(F ∗) for every finite-dimensional representation
F of E(3, 6)0.
Recall the construction of E(3, 6) in [11]. The even part of E(3, 6) is the semidirect sum of
W (3, 0) and Ω0(3) ⊗ sl2, where Ω
0(3) denotes the space of formal power series in three even
indeterminates x1, x2, x3 and W (3, 0) acts on it in the standard way. Besides, for f, g ∈ Ω
0(3)
and c1, c2 ∈ sl2 we have:
[f ⊗ c1, g ⊗ c2] = fg ⊗ [c1, c2].
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The odd part of E(3, 6) is Ω1(3)−1/2 ⊗F2 where Ω1(3)−1/2 is the space of 1-forms in x1, x2, x3
and −1/2 refers to the action of W (3, 0) on Ω1(3); namely, for X ∈ W (3, 0) and ω ⊗ v ∈
Ω1(3)−1/2 ⊗ F2 we have:
[X,ω ⊗ v] = LX(ω)⊗ v −
1
2
div(X)ω ⊗ v
where LX denotes the Lie derivative and div the usual divergence. Besides, for f ∈ Ω
0(3) and
c ∈ sl2, we have:
[f ⊗ c, ω ⊗ v] = fω ⊗ c.v
where c.v denotes the standard action of c on v. The bracket between two odd elements is
defined as follows: we identify Ω2(3)−1 with W (3, 0) via contraction of vector fields with the
standard volume form, and Ω3(3)−1 with Ω0(3). Then, for ω1, ω2 ∈ Ω
1(3)−
1
2 , u1, u2 ∈ F
2, we
have:
[ω1 ⊗ u1, ω2 ⊗ u2] = (ω1 ∧ ω2)⊗ (u1 ∧ u2) +
1
2
(dω1 ∧ ω2 + ω1 ∧ dω2)⊗ u1 · u2
where u1 · u2 denotes an element in the symmetric square of F
2, i.e., an element in sl2, and
u1 ∧ u2 an element in the skew-symmetric square of F
2, i.e., a complex number. Let us denote
by H,E,F the standard basis of sl2 and by e1, e2 the standard basis of F
2. Then E = e1
2/2,
F = −e2
2/2, H = −e1 · e2 and e1 ∧ e2 = 1.
For i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, εij and tij are defined as follows: if i 6= j we let tij ∈ {1, 2, 3} be such
that |{i, j, tij}| = 3 and εij be the sign of the permutation (i, j, tij). If i = j we let εij = 0.
We consider on E(3, 6) the principal gradation given by deg xi = − deg ∂xi = 2, deg(e1) =
deg(e2) = 0, deg(E) = deg(F ) = deg(H) = 0, deg(dxi) = −1 for all i = 1, 2, 3. Observe that
the 0-th graded component is isomorphic to sl3⊕sl2⊕F, E(3, 6)−1 = 〈dxi⊗ej : i = 1, 2, 3, j =
1, 2〉 and E(3, 6)−2 = 〈∂x1 , ∂x2 , ∂x3〉.
The strategy to construct the Lie conformal superalgebra Rg for g = E(3, 6) and E(3, 8)
(see Section 8), such that the annihilation Lie superalgebra of Rg is g, is the same as for g =
E(5, 10) in Section 6 (see also the Introduction). Namely, we construct a formal distribution
Lie superalgebra g˜ by localizing the formal power series in x1, x2, x3 by these variables, and
show that g˜ is spanned by the coefficients of pairwise local formal distributions ai(z). Next,
we compute the brackets [ai(z), aj(w)] as linear combinations of the delta function and its
derivatives with coefficients the formal distributions ak(w) and their derivatives. Applying the
formal Fourier transform, we obtain the Lie conformal superalgebra Rg of type (3, 0). The
annihilation Lie superalgebra of Rg has a canonical surjective map Φ to g, and it remains
to show that the kernel of Φ is zero. In the case when all the coefficients of all the formal
distributions ai(z) are linearly independent, like for g = E(3, 6), this is immediate. But
for E(5, 10) and E(3, 8) this does not hold, and it requires some effort to prove that Φ has
zero kernel. (The case of Lie conformal superalgebras of type (1, 0) is easy since any finitely
generated module over F[∂] is a direct sum of a free module and a torsion module.)
So let g = E(3, 6) and g˜ be defined as above. In order to construct the conformal superalge-
bra RE(3, 6) we consider the following formal distributions in the variable z with coefficients in
g˜: ai(z) = δ(x−z)∂xi , c(z) = δ(x−z)⊗c, and bhk(z) = δ(x−z)dxh⊗ek, for all i, h = 1, 2, 3,
k = 1, 2, c ∈ sl2. The computation of the formal Fourier transform of the brackets between
these formal distributions leads us to the following definition.
Definition 7.1. We set RE(3, 6) = F[∂1, ∂2, ∂3](A⊕B⊕C), where A = 〈a1, a2, a3〉 is even of
degree −2, B = 〈b1, b2, b3〉 ⊗ F
2 is odd of degree −1 and C = sl2 is even of degree zero, and
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the following λ-brackets: for c, c′ ∈ C, v ∈ F2 and bhk = bh ⊗ ek,
[aiλaj ] = (∂i + λi)aj + λjai
[aiλbhk] = (∂i +
3
2
λi)bhk − δih(λ1b1k + λ2b2k + λ3b3k)
[bijλbhk] = (j − k)εihatih
[aiλc] = (∂i + λi)c
[cλbh ⊗ v] = bh ⊗ c.v
[cλc
′] = [c, c′].
extended on the whole RE(3, 6) by properties (6) and (7) of Definition 2.1.
Proposition 7.2. RE(3, 6) is a Lie conformal superalgebra of type (3, 0).
Proof. The only nontrivial verification is the conformal Jacobi identity which can be verified
directly if one considers Definition 7.1 as an abstract definition, or as a consequence of the
fact that we constructed RE(3, 6) as a space of formal distributions with coefficients in the Lie
superalgebra g˜. 
Theorem 7.3. The annihilation algebra g(RE(3, 6)) is isomorphic, as Z-graded Lie superal-
gebra, to E(3, 6) with principal gradation via the following map:
aiy
M 7→ −xM∂xi ;
bhky
M 7→ xMdxh ⊗ ek;
cyM 7→ xM ⊗ c.
Proof. The map is clearly a linear isomorphism. We need to check that the Lie bracket is
preserved. We have:
[aiy
M , bhky
N ] = ∂ibhky
M+N +
3
2
mibhky
M+N−ei − δih
3∑
j=1
mjbjky
M+N−ej
= (−ni +
1
2
mi)bhky
M+N−ei − δih
3∑
j=1
mjbjky
M+N−ej .
[xM∂xi ,x
Ndxh ⊗ ek] = nix
M+N−eidxh ⊗ ek + x
N (δihd(x
M )⊗ ek −
1
2
mix
M−eidxh ⊗ ek)
= (ni −
1
2
mi)x
M+N−eidxh ⊗ ek + δih
3∑
j=1
mjx
M+N−ejdxj ⊗ ek
The verification in the other cases is simpler and left to the reader. 
Remark 7.4. Let R = RE(3, 6). Observe that R satisfies Assumption 3.3 and so Theorem
3.17 applies. Note that g(R)0 ∼= sl3 ⊕ sl2 ⊕ Fz where z is its non-zero central element such
that ad z acts as j on g(R)j. Since dim g(R)−1 = 6, dim g(R)−2 = 3 and the depth of the
gradation is 2, we see that str
(
ad z|g(R)<0
)
= 0 and this is consistent with the classification of
degenerate Verma modules of E(3, 6) given in [16], [17] and [19].
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8. The Lie conformal superalgebra RE(3, 8)
The Lie superalgebra E(3, 8) has the following structure [11, 7, 8]([7] corrected [11], and [8]
further corrected [7]): it has even part E(3, 8)0¯ = W (3, 0)+Ω
0(3)⊗ sl2+ dΩ
1(3) and odd part
E(3, 8)1¯ = Ω
0(3)−1/2⊗F2+Ω2(3)−1/2⊗F2. W (3, 0) acts on Ω0(3)⊗sl2 in the natural way and
on dΩ1(3) via Lie derivative. For X,Y ∈ W (3, 0), f, g ∈ Ω0(3), A,B ∈ sl2, ω1, ω2 ∈ dΩ
1(3),
we have:
[X,Y ] = XY − Y X −
1
2
d(div(X)) ∧ d(div(Y )),
[f ⊗A,ω1] = 0,
[f ⊗A, g ⊗B] = fg ⊗ [A,B] + tr(AB)df ∧ dg,
[ω1, ω2] = 0.
Besides, for X ∈W3, f ∈ Ω
0(3)−1/2, g ∈ Ω0(3), v ∈ F2, A ∈ sl2, ω ∈ dΩ
1(3), σ ∈ Ω2(3)−1/2,
[X, f ⊗ v] = (X.f +
1
2
d(div(X)) ∧ df)⊗ v,
[g ⊗A, f ⊗ v] = (gf + dg ∧ df)⊗Av,
[g ⊗A, σ ⊗ v] = gσ ⊗Av,
[ω, f ⊗ v] = fω ⊗ v,
[ω, σ ⊗ v] = 0,
where W (3, 0) acts on Ω2(3) via Lie derivative. Finally, we identify W3 with Ω
2(3)−1 and
Ω0(3) with Ω3(3)−1. Besides, we identify Ω2(3)−
1
2 with W
1
2
3 and we denote by Xω the vector
field corresponding to the 2-form ω under this identification. Then, for ω1, ω2 ∈ Ω
2(3)−1/2,
u1, u2 ∈ F
2, we have:
[ω1 ⊗ u1, ω2 ⊗ u2] = (Xω1(ω2)− (div(Xω2))ω1)u1 ∧ u2,
[f1 ⊗ u1, f2 ⊗ u2] = df1 ∧ df2 ⊗ u1 ∧ u2,
[f1 ⊗ u1, ω1 ⊗ u2] = (f1ω1 + df1 ∧ d(div(Xω1)))⊗ u1 ∧ u2 −
1
2
(f1dω1 − ω1df1)⊗ u1 · u2,
where, as in the description of E(3, 6), u1 · u2 denotes an element in the symmetric square of
F2, i.e., an element in sl2, and u1 ∧ u2 an element in the skew-symmetric square of F
2, i.e., a
complex number. Let {e1, e2} be the standard basis of F
2 and E,F,H the standard basis of
sl2. We shall often simplify notation by writing elements of E(3, 8) omitting the ⊗ sign.
The so-called principal gradation of E(3, 8) is defined by:
deg xi = − deg ∂xi = 2, degE = degF = degH = 0, deg dxi = 2, deg ei = −3.
It is a gradation with 0-th graded component spanned by the elements xi∂xj , E, F and H,
and isomorphic to sl3 ⊕ sl2 ⊕ F. Besides, E(3, 8)−1 = 〈xie1, xie2 | i = 1, 2, 3〉, E(3, 8)−2 =
〈∂xi | i = 1, 2, 3〉 and E(3, 8)−3 = 〈e1, e2〉.
In order to define the Lie conformal superalgebra RE(3, 8) we let g = E(3, 8) and we proceed
as in Section 7. We consider the following formal distributions in the variables z1, z2, z3 with
coefficients in g˜: ai(z) = δ(x − z)∂xi , bi(z) =
∑
j 6=i ∂zjδ(x − z)dij , c(z) = δ(x − z) ⊗ c,
el(z) = δ(x − z) ⊗ el and dijl(z) = δ(x − z)dij ⊗ el for all i, j = 1, 2, 3, c ∈ sl2 and l = 1, 2.
The formal Fourier transform of the brackets between these formal distributions lead us to the
following definition.
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Definition 8.1. We consider the free F[∂1, ∂2, ∂3]-module generated by the following elements:
- a1, a2, a3 even of degree −2,
- b1, b2, b3 even of degree 2,
- E,F,H even of degree 0, which are identified with the standard generators of sl2,
- e1, e2 odd of degree −3, which are identified with the canonical basis of F
2,
- dhkl with h, k = 1, 2, 3, l = 1, 2, odd of degree 1,
and define RE(3, 8) as its quotient by the following relations:
• ∂1b1 + ∂2b2 + ∂3b3 = 0,
• dhkl = −dkhl,
with the following λ-brackets:
[aiλaj] = −(λi + ∂i)aj − λjai +
1
2
λi(λj + ∂j)
∑
k
λkbk
[aiλc] = −(∂i + λi)c
[aiλbk] = −(∂i + λi)bk + δki
∑
r
λrbr
[cλbj ] = 0
[biλbk] = 0
[eiλej ] = (j − i)
∑
h,k
εhkλk∂hathk
[eiλdjkh] = εjk((h− i)atjk + (i− h)(λtjk + ∂tjk )
∑
r
λrbr +
1
2
(2λtjk + ∂tjk )ei · eh)
[djkhλdjsl] = εjk(l − h)(1 − δks)bj
[aiλej ] = −(
3
2
λi + ∂i)ej −
1
2
∑
k,r
λkλi∂rdkrj
[cλej ] = cej −
∑
i,h
λi∂hdih ⊗ cej
[cλdijh] = [c, dijh]
[bjλek] = −
∑
i
λidijk
[biλdjkl] = 0
[cλc
′] = [c, c′] +
∑
k
tr(cc′)λkbk.
[aiλdhkl] = −
(3
2
λi + ∂i
)
dhkl + δih
∑
j
λjdjkl − δik
∑
r
λrdrhl,
for every c, c′ ∈ sl2.
Proposition 8.2. RE(3, 8) is a Lie conformal superalgebra of type (3, 0) which satisfies As-
sumptions 3.3.
Proof. It is enough to check that the λ-brackets are consistent with the relations and, as in
the case of E(3, 6), that the conformal Jacobi identity holds. This follows from a long and
tedious but elementary computation and also from the fact that we constructed RE(3, 8) as a
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space of formal distributions with coefficients in the Lie superalgebra g˜. Assumptions 3.3 are
immediate. 
Theorem 8.3. The annihilation algebra g(RE(3, 8)) is isomorphic, as Z-graded Lie superal-
gebra, to E(3, 8) with principal gradation via the following map:
aiy
M 7→ xM∂xi
bky
M 7→ −
∑
r 6=k(∂xrx
M )drk
cyM 7→ xM ⊗ c
djkly
M 7→ xMdjk ⊗ el
ely
M 7→ xM ⊗ el
for all c ∈ sl2, i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, l = 1, 2 .
Proof. It is immediate to check that the map is well-defined. The proof that it is a linear
isomorphism is similar to the case of E(5, 10). The fact that it is a Lie superalgebra homo-
morphism follows from the following relations which can be verified by direct computations:
(1) [aiy
M , ajy
N ] = niajy
M+N−ei −mjaiy
M+N−ej − 12
∑
k bk(∂yi∂yky
M )(∂yjy
N )
(1b) [xM∂xi ,x
N∂xj ] = nix
M+N−ei∂xj −mjx
M+N−ej∂xi +
1
2
∑
k,r(∂xi∂xkx
M )(∂xr∂xjx
N )drk
(2) [aiy
M , cyN ] = nicy
M+N−ei
(2b) [xM∂xi ,x
N c] = nix
M+N−eic
(3) [aiy
M , bky
N ] = nibky
M+N−ei + δki
∑
rmrbry
M+N−er
(3b) [xM∂xi ,−
∑
r 6=k nrx
N−erdrk] = −ni
∑
r(∂xrx
M+N−ei)drk−δki
∑
r,smr(∂xsx
M+N−er)dsr
(4) [aiy
M , ejy
N ] = (ni −
1
2mi)ejy
M+N−ei + 12
∑
k,r dkrj(∂yk∂yiy
M )(∂yry
N )
(4b) [xM∂xi ,x
Nej] = ((ni −
1
2mi)x
M+N−ei + 12
∑
h,k ∂xh∂xi(x
M )∂xk(x
N )dhk)ej
(5) [aiy
M , dhkly
N ] = (ni−
1
2mi)dhkly
M+N−ei+δih
∑
j mjdjkly
M+N−ej−δik
∑
rmrdrhly
M+N−er
(5b) [xM∂xi ,x
Ndhk⊗el] = (ni−
1
2mi)x
M+N−eidhkl+δih
∑
j mjx
M+N−ejdjkl−δik
∑
rmrx
M+N−erdrhl
(6) [cyM , c′yN ] = [c, c′]yM+N + tr(cc′)
∑
kmkbky
M+N−ek
(6b) [xMc,xNc′] = xM+N [c, c′] + tr(cc′)
∑
k,rmknrx
M+N−ek−erdkr
(7) [cyM , bky
N ] = 0
(7b) [xMc,−
∑
r 6=k x
N−erdrk] = 0;
(8) [cyM , ejy
N ] = cejy
M+N +
∑
i,hminhdih ⊗ cejy
M+N−ei−eh
(8b) [xMc,xNej ] = (x
M+N +
∑
k,rmknrx
M+N−ek−erdkr)⊗ cej
(9) [cyM , djkly
N ] = [c, djkl]y
M+N
(9b) [xMc,xNdjk ⊗ el] = x
M+Ndjk ⊗ cel
(10) [bky
M , bhy
N ] = 0
(10b) [−
∑
r 6=kmrx
M−erdrk,−
∑
s 6=h nsx
N−esdrh] = 0
(11) [bky
M , ejy
N ] = −
∑
imidikjy
M+N−ei
(11b) [−
∑
r 6=kmrx
M−erdrk,x
Nej ] =
∑
r 6=kmrx
M+N−erdkrj
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(12) [bky
M , djkly
N ] = 0
(12b) [−
∑
r 6=kmrx
M−erdrk,x
Ndjk ⊗ el] = 0
(13) [eiy
M , ejy
N ] = (j − i)
∑
k,r εkrmknratkry
M+N−ek−er
(13b) [xMei,x
Nej] = (j − i)
∑
k,r εkrmknrx
M+N−ek−er∂tkr
(14) [eiy
M , djkhy
N ] = εjk
(
(h− i)
(
atjky
M+N +
∑
r br(∂yry
M )(∂ytjky
N )
)
+12(mtjk − ntjk)y
M+N−etjk ei · eh
)
(14b) [xMei,x
Ndjk ⊗ eh] = εjk
(
(h− i)(xM+N∂tjk +
∑
r,smrx
M−er∂xs∂xtjk (x
N )drs)
+12(mtjk − ntjk)x
M+N−etjk ei · eh
)
(15) [djkhy
M , djsly
N ] = εjk(l − h)(1 − δks)bjy
M+N
(15b) [xMdjk⊗eh,x
Ndjs⊗el] = (l−h)(εjk((ntjk−
1
2mtjk)x
M+N−etjkdjs−δtjks
∑
rmrx
M+N−erdrj)
−εjsntjsx
N+M−etjsdjk).

Remark 8.4. Let R = RE(3, 8). As in the case of E(3, 6), E(3, 8)0 ∼= sl3 ⊕ sl2 ⊕ FY where
we can choose Y = 23
∑
i xi∂i (see [18]). Note that adY acts on g(R)j as multiplication by j/3
and since dim g(R)−1 = 6, dim g(R)−2 = 3 and dim g(R)−3 = 2, we have str(ad Y|g(R)<0) = 2.
This is consistent with the results of [18] on degenerate E(3, 8)-modules.
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